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ABSTRACT
Most of the vehicle manufacturers aim to deploy level-5 fully autonomous ground vehicles (FAGVs)
on city roads in 2021 by leveraging extensive existing knowledge about sensors, actuators, telematics
and Artificial Intelligence (AI) gained from the level-3 and level-4 autonomy. FAGVs by executing non-
trivial sequence of events with decimetre-level accuracy live in Smart City (SC) and their integration with
all the SC components and domains using real-time data analytics is urgent to establish better swarm
intelligent systems and a safer and optimised harmonious smart environment enabling cooperative FAGVs-
SC automation systems. The challenges of urbanisation, if unmet urgently, would entail severe economic
and environmental impacts. The integration of FAGVs with SC helps improve the sustainability of a city
and the functional and efficient deployment of hand over wheels on robotized city roads with behaviour
coordination. SC can enable the exploitation of the full potential of FAGVs with embedded centralised
systems within SC with highly distributed systems in a concept of Automation of Everything (AoE). The aim
of this paper is to propose a synergistic integrated FAGV-SC holistic framework — FAGVinSCF in which all
the components of SC and FAGVs involving recent and impending technological advancements are moulded
to make the transformation from today’s driving society to future’s next-generation driverless society
smoother and truly make self-driving technology a harmonious part of our cities with sustainable urban
development. Based on FAGVinSCF, a simulation platform is built both to model the varying penetration
levels of FAGV into mixed traffic and to perform the optimal self-driving behaviours of FAGV swarms.
The results show that FAGVinSCF improves the urban traffic flow significantly without huge changes to the
traffic infrastructure. With this framework, the concept of Cooperative Intelligent Transportation Systems
(C-ITS) is transformed into the concept of Automated ITS (A-ITS). Cities currently designed for cars can
turn into cities developed for citizens using FAGVinSCF enabling more sustainable cities.
INDEX TERMS Autonomous vehicles, driverless vehicles, smart city, crowdsourcing, cloud platform, fog
platform, Mobile-Edge Computing (MEC), Internet of Everything (IoE), Automation of Everything (AoE).
I. INTRODUCTION
KNIGHT Rider, the television series (1982-1986), withMichael Knight and the intelligent fully autonomous
science-fiction car named KITT is becoming a science-fact
in our cities. The idea of driverless vehicles was introduced
many years ago when autopilot systems were designed for
airplanes [1]. Sixty-five years of automotive baby steps
paving the way to the autonomous ground vehicles (AGVs)
are summarised by Ross [2] starting with the invention of
modern cruise control in 1948 to an envision that half of all
new cars will be autonomous in 2030 against the common
belief in several decades ago that computers would not be
able to drive cars. How will AGVs, in other words, self-
driving cars transform our cities? or How will Smart Cities
(SCs) transform AGVs? We envision a future that both Level-
5 fully AGVs (FAGVs) and SCs will transform one another
drastically. Recent advances are urging both automobile man-
ufacturers and city governors to change the way of doing
business collaboratively and more intelligently. All the big
players in the automotive industry envisage a future for
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driverless vehicles and they have already taken notable ac-
tions within their manufacturing phases massively supported
by leading technology companies (e.g.,Samsung [3], Intel,
Nvidia, Mobileye, Microsoft) (Table 1). Strictly speaking,
those players are investing heavily in the technology and
experimenting with autonomous technology and it’s only a
matter of time before someone releases the first commer-
cially available driverless vehicle in the years to come [4]
where FAGVs are evolving rapidly to adapt to their dynamic
and unpredictable environment in a timely manner. Already
autonomous car prototype models have covered millions of
miles in test driving [5]. Are our cities ready for the effective
and safe management of imminent exponential increase of
FAGVs on urban roads? By taking the shortest and most
convenient point-to-point (P2P) route to their destinations
safely with no human intervention, FAGVs bring a lot of
environmental and economic benefits to cities. To explic-
itly define, FAGVs equipped with high-performing computer
systems, advanced sensors, actuators, analytics, Machine-to-
Machine (M2M) communication technologies and effective
human-machine interface (HMI) on the brink of revolution-
ary geometric and semantic understanding of the environ-
ment with proper sensing, detecting, classifying, reasoning
and actuating are coming into our lives with great expecta-
tions. The developers of the FAGVs technology are claiming
the safest driving on roads with the most experienced (self-
) driver and promising a variety of benefits, particularly to
1) reduction of the number of accidents and traffic fatalities
caused by human errors (e.g., driving fatigue, distraction),
2) reduction of health-care costs and other financial losses
caused by traffic accidents, 3) ride-hail, delivery, logistics and
transportation companies for reducing their driver costs, 4)
disabled and old people in order to make them independent
(e.g., blind), 5) reduction of traffic congestion, road stress,
and parking space needs, 6) people who do not like driving,
and 7) comfort of passengers with optimised and standard-
ised movement of vehicles (e.g., most convenient turning,
acceleration, deceleration).
Vehicles have a significant impact on the design of our
cities in addition to the social impact on the community.
The capacity of city roads are not increasing enough when
compared to the increasing number of vehicles and vehicle-
miles travelled (VMT) on roads. Total VMT by all vehicle
types is projected to grow at an average rate of 1.1% annually
over the 17 years through 2037 [6]. Citizens driving more-
overall VMT are worsening the traffic, which is exacerbating
the urbanisation concerns dramatically. The European Auto-
mobile Manufacturers’ Association (ACEA) composed of 15
gigantic manufacturers has placed “connected and automated
driving” at the top of their priority list [7] and they seem
to have already made up their minds in putting FAGVs on
city roads soon. The prospect of driverless cars wide-scale
deployment is imminent owing to the advances in robotics,
computational power, communication and sensor technolo-
gies [8]. Moreover, humans accept changes when there are
benefits to the user [9]. US Secretary of Transportation stated
at the Frankfurt Auto show that he expects driverless cars to
be in use all over the world within the following years [10].
It is envisioned that FAGVs are expected to constitute around
50% of vehicle sales, 30% of vehicles, and 40% of all vehicle
travel by 2040 [11] and in 2050 highly and fully automated
vehicles with a market penetration of 75% mainly dominate
the market [12]. According to European Commission, CO2
emissions will no longer be an issue for means of transporta-
tion any longer in Europe by 2040 [13] with the massive use
of electrification leading to the sustainability of cities. From
ushering in an era of decreased car ownership, to narrowing
streets and eliminating parking lots, FAGVs with their full
potential promise to drastically reshape our cities [14].
The use of different types of autonomous vehicles (e.g.,
autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs), autonomous un-
manned aerial vehicles (UAVs)) have been analysed in vari-
ous studies and we would like to emphasise that only fully
autonomous road vehicles are focused in this study. The
aim of this paper is to establish a holistic framework —
FAGVinSCF in which SC and FAGVs can be integrated
one another on an orchestrated manner to transform today’s
driving society to future’s next-generation driverless society
and truly make self-driving technology a harmonious part of
our cities. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study
that highlights a research gap in the field of the integration
of FAGVs with SC, which leads us to analyse this integration
from a philosophical point of view supported by sufficient
knowledge involving societal impacts and ethical issues.
Forging the abilities of FAGVs and SCs paves the way for the
development of more synergistic ecosystems accommodating
both high level of sustainability for cities and a high level of
efficient mobility for FAGVs. To clarify the novelty of this
paper, particular contributions are outlined as follows.
1) The main components of FAGVs and their necessary
integration requirements with SC domains are analysed
to increase the efficacy of FAGVs in the SC ecosys-
tem where both FAGVs and SCs can evolve within a
new automated concept entitled Automated Intelligent
Transportation Systems (A-ITS).
2) A synergistic holistic framework — FAGVinSCF in
which all the components of SC and FAGVs involving
recent and impending technological advancements are
integrated is proposed to make FAGVs cooperate more
safely and efficiently with one another and their en-
vironment using mission/service-oriented cooperation
and swarm behaviour coordination to enable more sus-
tainable and safer cities with optimised mobility.
3) Based on FAGVinSCF, a simulation platform is built
to model the varying penetration levels of FAGVs into
mixed traffic and to perform the optimal self-driving
behaviours of FAGV swarms in tomorrow’s SCs mo-
bility.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. The
related works with the review of early concepts are explored
in Section II. The methodology along with the proposed
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framework is explored in Section III. Results and discussion
along with open issues and virtues of the proposed frame-
work is provided in Section IV. Finally, Section V draws
conclusions and unveils directions for potential future ideas.
II. RELATED WORKS
The idea of a self-driving vehicle isn’t new; in the 1960s
researchers at the Transport and Road Research Labora-
tory in Berkshire developed a “self-driving” Citroen DS
car that was able to follow a series of magnetic cables
embedded in the road [9]. Self-driving cars have come a
long way since the first successful demonstrations in the
1980s [1], [9], [15], [16], [17]. AGVs have experienced a
lot of upheavals since they were introduced in the real-world
within 5 levels of autonomy, each of which is based on the
gains in the previous levels. More specifically, vehicles are
becoming increasingly automated by taking on more and
more tasks under improving intelligent control systems based
on enhancing sensor technologies and Artificial Intelligence
(AI) techniques from the prior automation level to the next
automation level. The first three levels of autonomy (i.e.,
1: hands-on supported by driver assistance abilities such
as lane-keep assist, auto cruise control, parking support,
2: hands-off supported by an autopilot requiring constant
attention, 3: eyes-off still supported by a human under any
emergency situations with communication by speech, gesture
control, or via a touchscreen) have been achieved with very
successful applications. Partially AGVs driven in the semi-
autonomous modes — advanced driver assist system (ADAS)
or Level 2 systems within J3O16 that many cars now offer,
like Tesla’s Autopilot [18], Cadillac’s Super Cruise, Toyota
Concept-I are requiring driver attention and more driver-
assistance systems than true self-driving vehicles. In other
words, autopilot is not a fully self-driving technology and
drivers need to remain attentive at all times [19]. The safety
driver or backup driver is meant to take control of the vehicle
in the event of an emergency. Audi, BMW, Infiniti, Mercedes-
Benz, and Volvo have similar autopilot systems to be taken
over by human drivers under any sensory or technical diffi-
culties. Those systems collecting a huge amount of data are
perceived as the first phase of complete vehicle autonomy
and paving the way to fully driverless vehicles on our city
roads. There are very successful attempts for the last 2 levels
(i.e., 4: no human intervention, mind-off mode 5: no human
intervention, no steering wheel, no pedals, no breaks, even
no windshield) equipped with a variety of advanced data
acquisition modalities combined with a synergistic relation-
ship, one is performed to complement the others’ shortcom-
ings/limitations (e.g., fuse of the data obtained from LIDAR
and camera) that leads to invaluable insights about the current
state of the vehicle along with the surroundings. Readers are
referred to Table 1 for the real-world consumer-oriented AV
examples ranging from level-3 to level-5 where the level-
3 stage is a shift from human drivers to fully autonomous
driving mode. We would like to note that level-4 AGVs and
FAGVs represent similar technology, but with different con-
TABLE 1: Autonomous models on level-3, level-4 and level-5.
Company Model Level Complete
Lyft AV HW and SW 3, 4, 5 X
Goggle AV SW 3, 4, 5 X
Audio + NVIDIA Audio A8 1 3 2021
Tesla Tesla autopilot 3 X
BMW + Intel + Mobileye VISION iNEXT [20] 3 2021
Toyoto Concept-i 2, Lexus 3 3 X
Toyoto + Microsoft Toyoto Edge Cases 4 X
Volkswagen + NVIDIA ID Buzz 4 4 2022
Yandex Yandex taxi 4 X
Renault Renault Symbioz 4 X
Renault Trezor 4 X
Rolls-Royce 103EX (customisable) 4 X
Volvo + Microsoft Volvo 360c 4 X
Ford + Lyft Ford Fusion 4 X
Chrysler + Lyft Chrysler Pacificas 4 X
Alphabet + Lyft Waymo (e.g., Koala) 4 X
Aptiv + Lyft Aptiv 4 X
Google + Lyft Aptiv 4 X
Uber + NVIDIA Aptiv 4 X
Rinspeed Rinspeed Oasis 5 4, 5 X
Rinspeed Rinspeed Σtos 6 4, 5 X
Rinspeed Rinspeed Snap 7 5 X
Rinspeed Rinspeed MicroSnap 8 5 X
Mercedes-Benz S-Class S 500 (no cockpit) 9 5 X
Mercedes-Benz F 015 Luxury in Motion 10 5 X
Mercedes-Benz Future Truck 2025 11 5 X
Lyft Lyft 5 2020
GM GM 5 2021
Uber Uber taxi 5 2021
cept. The aspects of Level-5 — FAGVs with no human input,
no steering wheel, brakes, pedals as representing the next-
generation autonomous cars put the manufacturer in a highly
confident position compared to Level-4 AGVs. Readers are
referred to [10] for the historical review of these levels.
Leading technological companies and car manufacturers
have invested a staggering amount of resources in FAGVs, as
they prepare for autonomous cars’ full commercialisation in
the coming years [5]. FAGVs such as Waymo, Lyft have fully
self-driving capabilities, in other words, they are designed
for riding not for driving. In 2017, Lyft’s CEO predicted that
within five years, all their vehicles will be autonomous [14].
In 2018, Waymo began conducting fully autonomous testing
in Arizona without a human safety driver [14]. FAGVs with-
out steering wheels, pedals are being produced to achieve a
variety of tasks such as ride-sharing, delivery, individual and
public transportation. Their cabin suiting individual needs
becomes a place to socialise, conduct business or relax and
1https://www.nvidia.com/en-gb/self-driving-cars/partners/audi/
2https://www.toyota.com/concept-i/
3https://global.toyota/en/newsroom/lexus/30279058.html
4https://www.designboom.com/technology/nvidia-drive-ix-buzz-electric-
bus-volkswagen-self-driving-ai-01-08-2018/
5https://www.rinspeed.eu/en/Oasis_21_concept-car.html
6https://www.rinspeed.eu/en/Sigmatos_22_concept-car.html
7https://www.rinspeed.eu/en/Snap_48_concept-car.html
8https://www.rinspeed.eu/en/microSNAP_50_concept-car.html
9https://www.mercedes-benz.com/en/innovation/autonomous/
10https://www.mercedes-benz.com/en/innovation/autonomous/research-
vehicle-f-015-luxury-in-motion/
11https://www.mercedes-benz.com/en/innovation/autonomous/the-long-
haul-truck-of-the-future/
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multiple interactive screens could allow passengers to watch
television, browse the internet, conduct face-to-face calls, or
continue working while on their daily commute [4].
With a high density of travellers in urban areas, ride-
sharing, shared self-driving vehicles, public autonomous
transit fleet, and fully autonomous delivery are the emerging
logistics and transportation options in SCs not only to allevi-
ate the traffic congestion, but also to mitigate “first mile/last
mile” (FMLM) problem. In 2017, National Association of
City Transportation Officials (NACTO) created a Blueprint
for Autonomous Urbanism, which encourages cities to de-
ploy FAGVs that travel no faster than 25 mph as a tool for
making streets safer, “with mandatory yielding to people
outside of vehicles.” [14]. We’ve already seen real-world
trials of driverless vehicles emerging all around the world.
An autonomous campus mobility service using a driverless
taxi on a 4.5-km campus road at Seoul National University
started in November 2015 [21]. In SC — Milton Keynes, the
RDM Group Driverless Pod is designed to transport people
on the first and last leg of their journey [21]. RDM Group
autonomous pods offer an FMLM solution for shoppers in
busy city centres [4]. The Rinspeed Oasis can rotate on the
spot which makes it perfect for inner city driving [4]. Trials
of a four-passenger autonomous electrical shuttle — Harry
over shared pedestrian and cycle pathways in London are
exploring public reaction to vehicles for “last mile” trans-
portation between transport hubs and residential areas and
results of the trials will guide the wider rollout of automated
vehicle technology in a complex urban environment [22].
In Shenzhen of south China, four self-driving buses began
trial operations with a speed of 10 to 30 km/h and began
running on a 1.2-km route in the bonded zone of Futian in
November 2017 [23]. Several cities such as Austin, Detroit,
Columbus and Ohio are currently testing FAGVs in slow-
moving mode on city streets. In 2017, German lawmakers
set the legal framework for allowing self-driving vehicles on
public roads helping to realize this technology by providing
clear legislation and legal responsibilities for its use [3]. The
United Kingdom and France opened their streets to experi-
mental FAGVs earlier this year, while the Chinese tech giant
Baidu has been busy testing self-driving cars (developed with
BMW) around Beijing and Shanghai [24]. Nissan conducted
a series of tests for its driverless vehicles on The UK roads
using a modified Leaf electric car [25]. The French PSA
Group (Peugeot, Citroën and DS) also tested an eyes-off
drive mode — i.e., 300 km in autonomous mode, from Paris
to Amsterdam 12. A Mercedes-Benz S-class vehicle called
Bertha drove autonomously without human intervention for
about 100 km from Mannheim to Pforzheim [26]. The com-
pany, PerceptIn, has FAGVs operating at tourist sites in Nara
and Fukuoka, Japan and at an industrial park in Shenzhen,
China; and it is just now arranging for its vehicles to shuttle
people around Fishers, Ind., the location of the company’s
12https://media.groupe-psa.com/en/psa-peugeot-citro%C3%ABn/press-
releases/innovation-technology/autonomous-cars-paris-amsterdam
headquarters [27].
FAGVs with their strengths and limitations are practising
a lot in very complex real and artificial environments to
have the most experienced driver on roads. About half of
U.S. states (e.g., Arizona, California, Georgia, Michigan,
Nevada, Texas, Pennsylvania, and Washington) allow testing
of FAGVs on public roads, with varying regulations [14]. The
real-world tests of FAGVs even with backup drivers on the
roads have come into question after several fatal accidents
with AGVs. Nonetheless, FAGVs are being tested in real-
time in a number of places without the necessity of a back-up
driver such as Arizona, California, Michigan, and Ohio [13].
Effective testing and simulation environment is a vital part
in the research of self-driving cars, which can test self-
driving software and hardware quickly in different virtual
environments at low cost [33]. Ten officially designated au-
tonomous vehicle test sites designed and supported by the US
Department of Transportation, one of which is GoMentum
Station in California with 20 miles of paved roads and a
cluster of barracks and buildings in an urban environment,
provide grounds to help set the direction of policy-making
and testing procedures for FAGVs [34]. The University of
Michigan has developed an ecosystem of automated cars
— Mcity, partnering with industry (Ford, Nissan, Toyota
and General Motors) and government to test out fleets of
connected vehicles and automated technology [35]. Several
self-driving companies have also built their fake cities to
put their vehicles through a series of structured tests without
having to worry about unpredictable environments, specifi-
cally to test interactions with humans and provide privacy for
their research. Examples of these fake cities with simulated
city streets are Waymo — Castle [36], Toyota — 60-acre
facility [34], Uber — Almono [37].
California almost certainly has more self-driving cars and
operators on public roads than the rest of the world because
it is home to Silicon Valley, where everything a prospective
driverless car manufacturer needs software engineers, hard-
ware geeks, roboticists, venture capital is available in a near-
endless supply [24]. Virtually every large technology com-
pany — and most mainstream automakers — have offices in
the Bay Area whose reliably mild, dry, and sunny climate
is perfect for road testing of early generations of vehicles
that still balk at the snow, fog, and heavy rain [24]. Google
was the first to test experimental vehicles at scale, the first
to move from relatively safe highways to unpredictable city
streets, and the first to construct a purpose-built, steering-
wheel-free, self-driving prototype [24]. Google has around
twice as many AGVs and drivers on California’s roads as
everyone else combined [24]. Tests of 103 self-driving cars
from nine manufacturers in 2017, driven over one million
km on Californian roads, found Google’s Waymo scored best
with just one human intervention every 8,250 km [25].
While FAGVs are taking their places on city roads, today,
13https://www.abc15.com/news/region-southeast-
valley/chandler/waymo-car-involved-in-chandler-arizona-crash
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TABLE 2: Accidents caused by AGVs. AP stands for autopilot.
Application Accident Reason
2017 Volvo
XC-90 SUV
An Uber-operated AV at 40 mph, for the first time, struck and
killed 49-year-old Elaine Herzberg who was crossing the street
with her bike in Tempe, Arizona on March 18, 2018 [28].
A human “safety driver” behind the wheel was not looking at the road
as the videos acquired from the two cameras in the vehicle show. The
environment is very dark and she was not using the crosswalk.
Google’s AV
Lexus SUV
A Waymo AV for the first time was involved in a crash at 2 mph
bumped a bus that is at 15 mph in California toward the centre
of the lane ahead of the bus in 2016 resulting no injuries [29].
Google says the car and the test driver assumed that the bus would
yield when it attempted to merge back into traffic for a right turn.
The bus didn’t stop causing the accident with this misunderstanding.
Google’s AV
Van
A Waymo minivan with minor injuries in Chandler, Arizona
while in autonomous mode in Chandler, Arizona on May 4,
2018, while in autonomous mode resulting in no injuries 13.
A driver ran a red light in Chandler and collided with the van as the
video acquired from the cameras in the van and Police said Waymo’s
van was not the “violator vehicle”.
Tesla AV
Model S
The car on AP at 74 mph bumped a truck on a highway with a
65 mph speed limit and killed Joshua Brown driving the car in
Florida on May 7, 2016 [19].
AP did not do an adequate job of detecting other traffic and did not
inform the driver early enough to allow for sufficient reaction time.
Tesla AV
Model X
The car on AP crashed headfirst into the safety barrier, the
vehicle caught fire, and two other cars crashed into the rear
end killing Wei Walter Huang in May, 2018 [30].
The driver had received several visual and one audible hands-on
warning earlier and was not responding to warnings to re-take
control.
GM Cruise The car on AP in heavy traffic stroke a motorcyclist, Oscar
Nilsson while changing the lane and knocked him to the ground
with minor injuries in San Francisco in 2017 [31].
The car saw a space between two vehicles and began to merge, a
vehicle decelerated and returned to the centre lane, which caused the
accident. The AP is not successful in detecting motorcycles.
GM Cruise GM Cruise vehicles were involved in 33 accidents in Califor-
nia [31].
None have been declared to be the fault of GM Cruise, California
records show.
Uber A self-driving car killed a woman in March, 2018 in Ari-
zona [32].
The backup driver was watching a video on her phone at the time of
the crash and AV apparently did not alert her to take over the vehicle
during the incident.
and every day, worldwide, one million more people are born-
into or move-into a city, and it is envisioned that this will
continue for the next 30 years [38]. The global population
is expected to double by 2050 [39] and more than 68%
of the population will be living in an urban environment
by 2050, most visibly in developing countries [40] with a
population of 5 billion [41]. The pressure is growing on
city governments to leverage every opportunity to improve
the quality of life for inhabitants [42] due to the ever-
growing demands of citizens, economic concerns, and im-
minent environmental risks. In this manner, to alleviate the
problems of rapid urbanisation and to improve the liveability
of citizens, there are many concerns to be taken into account
in urban development and management [43], [44]. Recent
advances in cyber-physical domains, cyber-physical-social
systems, cloud platform, cloudlet, and edge/fog platforms
along with the evolving Big Data (BD) analytics, Internet
of Everything (IoE), Automation of Everything (AoE) [45],
Advanced Insight Analytics (AIA) [45], ubiquitous sensing,
location-independent real-time monitoring and control, dy-
namic vision analysis, heterogeneous network infrastructure,
and cutting-edge wireless communication technologies (e.g.,
5G and beyond) within the Industry 4.0 are providing many
opportunities and urging city governors to pursue the ways
that enable efficient and intelligent management of cities
with effective public services [43] involving the effective
use of FAGVs within SC contributing the sustainability and
mobility of the city. To reduce the burden on cities and
to make them smarter and sustainable, a novel framework
entitled “TCitySmartF” was proposed in a recent study [43]
that demonstrates a variety of insights and orchestrational
directions for local governors and private sector about how
to transform cities into automated and connected smarter
cities from the technological, social, economic and environ-
mental point of view, particularly by putting residents and
urban dynamics at the forefront of the development with
participatory planning for the robust community- and citizen-
tailored services. Within this context, the safe use of FAGVs
is the prime concern in SCs as accidents occur with FAGVs
on city roads, examples of which are presented in Table 2.
Several approaches such as [46], [47] have been recently
developed to make swarms of FAGVs safer and optimised
in urban roads using the fusion of data from connected multi-
ple AGVs, i.e., swarm intelligence using the understanding
of connected and autonomous vehicles (CAVs) within the
concept of Cooperative Intelligent Transportation System (C-
ITS). Cui et al. [48] investigate the intelligent management of
FAGVs within SC from the perspective of BD analytics that
can process unstructured BD effectively where most of the
BD is in unstructured format [49]. In a recent study, Minh
et al. [50] emphasise the importance of using fog and cloud
computing by supporting edge analytics for ITS services in
using CAVs within SC effectively. Most of the recent studies
analyse FAGVs from the perspective of CAVs within C-ITS
using vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) or vehicle-to-infrastructure
(V2I) without considering the recent developments in the SC
initiatives. The literature review carried out by the authors of
this paper has shown that there is a big research gap in using
FAGV in a highly automated SC environment effectively.
This paper highlighting this research gap and proposing a
comprehensive holistic framework moulds the CAVs concept
with the automated and connected SCs concept within A-
ITS to exploit the full potential of FAGVs benefiting both
concepts in an orchestrated and synergistic way. Within the
vision of A-ITS, one of the major issues to be managed by
the city governors is the effective and safe navigation of
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FAGVs on city roads based on the city autonomous swarm
intelligence for making the urban traffic flow optimised and
they do not seem to be empty-handed, full of ammuni-
tion, on the contrary, makes them exploit this forthcoming
technology substantially — turning the challenges into ad-
vantageous tools. This paper demonstrates that cooperation
and coordination among the various SC components and
traffic participants are an integral part of the optimisation of
mobility in a city. With this in mind, a holistic framework —
FAGVinSCF is developed in this paper to incorporate FAGVs
into SC effectively and efficiently. The potential benefits
of the framework are demonstrated with a modelling and
simulation study in Section III-B7. More similar modelling
and simulation studies can be executed to reveal the further
virtues of the framework within various urban sceneries as
indicated in Sections III-B7 andV as a future research.
III. METHODOLOGY
Before revealing our techniques and approaches proposed in
this study, we would like to explore the main features and
components of FAGVs and SCs briefly in Section III-A to
make these techniques and approaches easier to understand
with the agreed-upon terminology.
A. BACKGROUND OF THE METHODOLOGY
SCs and FAGVs have their particular components and these
components need to be well integrated harmoniously to result
in a synergistic environment benefiting both FAGVs and SC
objectives. The main components of SC and FAGVs are
presented in Fig. 1. These components which are the basis
for integrating FAGVs with SC are revealed in the following
two subsections to shed light on an effective way of smoother
integration.
1) Main features and components of SC
A holistic SC framework is presented in [43] and the main
objectives of establishing SCs are summarised as i) enabling
the integration of the distributed services and resources in a
combined synergistic fashion, ii) improving existing public
services and providing new effective citizen-centric, user-
driven, and demand-oriented services, iii) monitoring a city
with easy-to-use visualisation tools, iv) enabling near-real-
time services for end-users and/or further smart actuation, v)
increasing the sustainability with optimised services, and vi)
driving economic development, innovation, and global city
investment competitiveness. The cloud platform (placed in
the dedicated section titled “A. Cloud platform smart do-
mains” in Fig. 1) with vertically expandable data storage and
processing capabilities has the advantages for massive stor-
age, heavy-duty computation, global coordination and wide-
area connectivity [51], while edge, fog and Mobile-Edge
Computing (MEC) platforms (placed in the dedicated section
titled “B. Smart City (SC) edge/fog/MEC smart domains”
in Fig. 1) are useful for real-time operations and responses,
rapid innovation, user-centric services, and edge resource
pooling [52]. Strictly speaking, edge, fog and most recent
popular platform, so-called MEC are the emergent architec-
tures for computing, storage, control, and networking that
distributes these services closer to end-users [52] to enable
a more independent processing and organisation, particularly
for the applications requiring real-time decision-making,
low-latency, ultralow-latency, high privacy and security with
mobile services [43]. In order to enable low-latency and
increase efficiency further, multiple edge/fog/MEC nodes
may be needed to support highly distributed devices and
systems over large geographic areas [43]. Data collected
either from IoT devices or users is aggregated, sanitised,
filtered, processed for insight generation and compressed in
the edge/fog/MEC platforms to be sent to the cloud platform
resulting in reduced network traffic, and reduced computation
and storage costs in the cloud platform [43].
Sensing, actuation, communication and cooperation in
SC: The large deployment of IoT and AMSs is actually
enabling SC initiatives all over the world using the sensing
capabilities of everyday objects [53], [54]. With IoT and
AMSs, physical objects are seamlessly integrated globally
so that the physical objects can interact with each other
and to cyber-agents in order to achieve mission-critical ob-
jectives [55]. IoT ecosystems play a vital role to gather
rich sources of information and different cities have already
deployed IoT infrastructures and a variety of sensory devices
to collect continuous data [56]. Wireless sensor networks
(WSN) enabling the collection of data from a countless
number of widespread sensors is the main building block
in establishing effective SC applications [45]. Most recent
data analytic tools designed to work on the cloud platforms
are analysed in [57]. The orchestration of resources and net-
work traffic across geo-distributed nodes are provided using
specialised interfaces such as OpenStack and OpenFlow en-
abling software-defined network (SDN) controller to manage
distributed nodes effectively and efficiently. The evolution
of SDN allows for a logically centralized but physically
distributed control plane by eliminating vendor dependency
and compatibility issues between different networking de-
vices [58].
The connectivity of the SC objects relies on different types
of networks and communication technologies to perform col-
laborative tasks for making the lives of the inhabitants more
comfortable [59] in seamless communication ecosystem as
shown in the dedicated section titled “C. SC Communication
infrastructure” in Fig. 1. Heterogeneous networks integrating
cellular networks, wireless local area networks (WLANs),
wide area networks (WAN), wireless personal area network
(WPAN), wireless metropolitan area network (WMAN) are
the backbone of SC and aim to provide a wide variety of
connectivity services with a seamless communication be-
tween the physical and cyber world in a highly intercon-
nected smart public infrastructures and services [43]. The IoT
devices spanning several kilometres are integrated using IPv6
addressing, particularly via low-power wireless personal area
network — 6LowPAN. Several wireless low-powered WAN
— LPWAN technologies such as LoRa ultra-narrowband
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FIGURE 1: Main components of SC and FAGVs and their integration with one another using their current communication abilities.
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(UNB) with an urban range of 2-5 km and SigFox with
an urban range of 3-10 km support IoT deployments [53]
along with 3G/4G, millimetre-wave communications, Zig-
Bee (10-20 m), Wi-Fi (100 m) or Bluetooth (1-100 m), Z-
Wave (100 m), WiMax (50 km), LTE (30 km), LTEA (30
km) using small cell technology and Visible Light Com-
munication (VLC). Throughout these technologies, public
Wi-Fi primarily supports the real-time SC applications in a
crowdsourcing way, particularly, using location-aware ser-
vices [43]. We envision that the use of fifth-generation (5G)
with high capacity, high speed, high data transmission rates,
high reliability, high availability and low-latency abilities will
increase the efficacy of communication between FAGVs and
SC substantially.
SC domains: The main smart domains within SC are
smart government, smart environmental monitoring and con-
trol, smart energy, smart community and social networks,
smart safety, security, crime and justice, and smart traffic and
mobility 14. These domains are not only strictly connected
to each other, but also with the countrywide and global
smart domains in the cloud platform to create a harmonious
synergistic city environment coordinated globally as shown
in the dedicated sections titled “B. SC edge/fog/MEC smart
domains” and ‘A. The cloud platform smart domains” in
Fig. 1. Management of FAGVs in SC domains essentially
should be integrated with the SC domain, “Smart Traffic and
Mobility” so-called sTrafficMobility.
The main goal of sTrafficMobility is to monitor city dy-
namics and direct these dynamics in order to make a city life
smoother and easier (e.g., optimal mobility, less congested,
less polluted environment) [43]. The intelligent mobility and
traffic system could enable us to calculate the best route in
real-time by connecting different transport modes to save
time and reduce carbon emissions [53]. The essential ele-
ments of sTrafficMobility are i) smart traffic management
(e.g. traffic monitoring, routing, prediction and directions,
smart traffic signals/lights), ii) smart public transportation
with public transport networks involving a shared ride (e.g.,
shared taxis, flexible car-sharing), iii) smart cycling (e.g.,
shared bikes), iv) intelligent parking, v) intelligent delivery
(e.g., package delivery, fresh food delivery by trucks), vi)
smart human mobility and commuting (e.g., elder, disabled
people mobility) and pedestrian management (e.g., the flow
of people), vii) smart autonomous driving supported by new
hybrid and electric vehicles, and AGVs, viii) collision avoid-
ance, ix) autonomous toll collection, and x) smart supply
chain integrated with “smart industry” and “smart shop-
ping” [53]. All these elements involving FAGVs should be
orchestrated properly and appropriately to generate smooth
mobility and traffic within SC.
14Interested readers are referred to the study [43] for detailed information
about these SC domains.
2) Main features and components of FAGVs
FAGVs are equipped with up-to-date HD maps, sensors, high
processing power, advanced AI tools, and actuators to safely
interact with the environment, other vehicles, and pedestrians
using advanced communication technologies. In this way,
they avoid any accident and perform their tasks successfully.
They can first, i) sense the environment, second, ii) interpret
the sensed data, third, iii) plan proper action in regards with
the main objectives and finally, iv) act appropriately using
the robust combination of network, hardware (HW), and
software (SW) components. The components of FAGVs are
presented in Fig. 1 D and E.
Sensing and actuation in FAGVs: Visual perception of
the current state of their surroundings is obtained by FAGVs
using a variety of sensor technology known as line-of-sight
(LOS) sensors to perform their mission-critical tasks. Main
sensors in FAGVs are displayed in Fig. 1 E2. Lateral con-
trol using the steering angle, longitudinal control using the
acceleration level (i.e., acceleration torque) and the brakes
status (i.e., braking torque) of the autonomous vehicle are
three main actuators required to be coordinated harmoniously
concerning the dynamically changing environment for per-
forming all kinds of non-linear manoeuvrers within opti-
mised actions. Interested readers are referred to the stud-
ies [27], [60] for more information about the AV sensor
technologies, how they function and how data acquired from
different combinations of these sensors is analysed and fused
for decision-making.
FAGV subsystems, communication and cooperation:
FAGVs are designed to surpass the performance of expert
human drivers in decision-making with both overall under-
standing of complex contextual relations and 3D environ-
mental modelling using 360°of environmental observation
supported by multiple sensors and Advanced Insight Analyt-
ics (AIA) — AI with Reinforcement Learning (DRL), Deep
Learning (DL) with Neural Networks (NN), and Machine
Learning with Ensemble Techniques (ET) without human
input. The processing and fusion of data generated by various
on-board sensors for real-time responses requires significant
computing power. The main modules on FAGVs are designed
based on four essential phases, namely, i) localisation (e.g.,
using global position system (GPS), internal measurement
unit (IMU), ultra-wideband (UWB), simultaneous localisa-
tion and mapping (SLAM), and offline map matching lo-
calisation [61]), ii) perception, iii) planning, and iv) con-
trol [62] with respect to the odometry data [63] through the
instances — steering (changing lanes, turning), accelerating,
and braking. Main subsystems and employed communication
technologies and standards in FAGVs are shown in Fig. 1 E3
and D respectively.
FAGVs can visually map the streets of a city involving
both static (e.g., road structures) and mobile objects (e.g.,
other vehicles, pedestrians) based on the data acquired from
their sensors wherever they travel to achieve their tasks
effectively. They employ HD maps on multiple layers to plan
and perform their manoeuvrers properly. As explained in
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[27], the bottom layer of an HD map is a map with grid cells
that are about 5 by 5 cm; it’s generated from raw LIDAR data
collected using special cars. This grid records elevation and
reflection information about the objects in the environment.
On top of that base grid, there are several layers of additional
information. For instance, lane information is added to the
grid map to allow FAGVs to determine whether they are in
the correct lane. On top of the lane information, traffic-sign
labels are added to notify FAGVs of the local speed limit,
whether they are approaching traffic lights, and so forth. This
helps in cases where cameras on the vehicle are unable to
read the signs.
FAGVs can get connected to each other to respond co-
operatively to a dynamic environment using agreed-upon
communication technologies and standards (e.g., cellular
networks, ad-hoc networks (VANETs)). Although cellular
networks enable convenient voice communication and simple
infotainment services to drivers and passengers, they are
not well-suited for certain direct V2V or V2I communica-
tions [64]. Cellular network capacity can reach near-limits
because of heavy traffic coming from cellular networks [65]
and it might be costly for most people worldwide to access
the Internet via cellular networks [66]. On the other hand,
VANETs with a bandwidth ranging from 10 to 20 MHz
comprise V2V and V2I communications based on wireless
local area network (WLAN) and can send and receive haz-
ard warnings or information on the current traffic situation
with minimal latency. [64]. According to the IEEE 802.11p
standard that is used with VANETs, vehicles can share their
location information such as position, speed, acceleration,
and other control information with their neighbours [5].
Visible Light Communication (VLC) is also used in a con-
nected car environment with a perfect line of sight where
transmitters and receivers are installed in the headlights and
taillights [67]. Interested readers are referred to the study [10]
for more information about the subsystems, to the study [68]
for communication technologies and standards, and to the
study [69] for commonly employed security techniques in
FAGVs.
ITS with vehicular networks incorporate tools as
an example of CPS which integrates telecommunica-
tions, electronics and information technologies with trans-
port/traffic engineering to improve transportation system ef-
ficiency [70], [71], [72], [73], [68]. A new field titled C-
ITS focusing on this particular area has emerged as a new
research direction [74], mainly to coordinate FAGVs to pass
through intersections points (e.g., Passing-Through Intersec-
tion (PTI) problem) [75], [76], [77] and FAGVs manoeuvrer
in coordination with each other on roads [78] at a carrier fre-
quency of 5.9 GHz [68]. C-ITS use the connectivity between
vehicles, roadside infrastructure, and other road users (i.e.,
V2X) to enhance driving safety and comfort, and improve
traffic management [73] and sustainability where the key
enabling technology is V2X communication technology [71].
With V2I, sensors deployed along the road can monitor the
movement of vehicles and if an emergency is required, it can
be communicated to the approaching vehicles for actions to
be taken in a time-efficient manner [79]. Vehicular Cloud
Computing (VCC) was proposed to address the challenges
and issues of vehicular networks, mainly traffic management,
road safety-making [80] and route planning where users
collaborate to share traffic images [81] by using vehicular
resources integrated with internet. However, this approach
still lacks in meeting the low-latency requirements of ITS and
providing near-real-time dynamic traffic activities.
B. INTEGRATION OF FAGVS WITH SC AND FAGVINSCF
The concepts of IoE and AoE bring the people, organisations,
lives, processes, data, and things into a concrete coherent
structure - cyber-physical systems (CPSs) to develop a syner-
gistic smarter connected globe [43]. Strictly speaking, we are
on the verge of integrating everything location-independently
within the concept of AoE with the help of CPSs connected
to the edge/fog/MEC and cloud platforms. With this in mind,
most of the current SC development and enhancement at-
tempts are mainly focusing on urban mobility involving the
flow of pedestrians within the domain of sTrafficMobility and
a huge amount of investment has been underway in sensor-
rich mobile devices, particularly in self-driving vehicles to
support crowdsourcing applications to be able to observe the
instant urban dynamics for near-real-time smarter decision-
making [43]. An SC framework is presented in [43] and
FAGVs within SC cannot be independent and should be
integrated well with the SC framework both to realise their
objectives swiftly and to be more functional with the other
components of SC enabling smoothly working SC ecosys-
tem. The automation of vehicles is one step forward toward
the fully automated transportation networks as there will be
still a need to automate other actors of the transport network
such as traffic police agents, highway maintenance, and
support teams [82]. FAGVs with the promising abilities of i)
charging/fuelling and controlling itself with the power of be-
ing electrical, ii) sensing its environment using its sensors, iii)
collecting BD via sensors and M2M communication to com-
plete their mission by adapting the environmental dynamics,
and iv) self-driving are expected to impact sTrafficMobility
in SCs and countrywide and international smart transporta-
tion substantially by alleviating the problems of urbanisation.
FAGVs collect very BD volumes during their missions within
SC. The framework that aims to integrate the components and
abilities of both SCs and FAGVs in a synergistic environment
by taking the human behaviours and city dynamics into
account with humanless technology - FAGVinSCF proposed
in this study as a moderator is illustrated in Figs. 1, 2, 3
and 4 along with Algorithms 3 and 4in a multi-dimensional
and multi-functional manner. With FAGVinSCF, the com-
munication and coordination between FAGVs and other SC
components is provided with SC agents using Vehicle-to-
Agents (V2A) to meet the urgent input requirements of low-
latency real-time decision-making by mapping all concerning
Region of Interest (ROI) beyond FAGVs’ perception. First,
we would like to explain the architecture of FAGVinSCF
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in Sections III-B1, III-B2, III-B3, III-B4 and III-B5 before
exploring the merits of the automation within FAGVinSCF
in Sections III-B6 and III-B7.
1) Communication and data sharing approaches between
FAGVs and SC
Off-the-shelf communication technologies, standards and
protocols used in both FAGVs and SCs are shown in Fig. 1 C
and D. The study of the Internet of Vehicles (IoV) has sprung
up, where vehicles perform as sensor hubs to capture infor-
mation by in-vehicle or smartphone sensors, then publish it
for consumers [83]. Delay-tolerant data can be offloaded and
transmitted through connected vehicle networks without any
extra infrastructure or hardware deployment on vehicle MEC
platform equipped with on-board units (OBUs) connected
to the SC facilities using VANETs [84]. However, effective
and efficient implementation of A-ITS with high level of BD
sharing abilities requires new communication approaches to
establish a diligent integration and to meet the low-latency
requirements of A-ITS between these two major developing
fields. Moreover, there is no agreed-upon data sharing proto-
cols and standards based on essential policies of synergistic
moulding of these two developing fields. We can safely con-
clude that, the emerging communication infrastructure — 5G
with high data transformation ability will be the key enabler
to provide not only a seamless communication, but also low-
latency abilities between SC and FAGVs. Continuous BD
exchange in few seconds between the vehicle MEC and SC
edge/fog/MEC platforms and cloud platform via cloudlets
is highly important to establish the FAGVinSCF framework
using advanced communication channels such as 5G via the
SC infrastructure explored in Section III-B4 and components.
2) Use of FAGVs MEC, SC edge/fog/MEC and cloud
platforms
With efficient use of the MEC on board, SC edge/fog in
SC and cloud platforms, FAGVs can plan and operate col-
laboratively not only locally, but also throughout the entire
city based on the bigger observation of all current traffic
activities and imminent traffic plans, which significantly en-
hances the efficiency of FAGV and SC mobility and sus-
tainability of cities. More specifically, the current activities
and future plans with imminent route planning involving
the learned experiences such as information about the road,
traffic conditions, and potential obstacles can be conveyed
to other FAGVs with the automation of ITS within SC.
The data traffic should be reduced as mush as possible
using the local computing power to meet the low latency
requirements. Supercomputers on-board within the vehicle
MEC can process a huge amount of data rapidly and the
sharing of processed data/insights rather than all acquired im-
age/video or sensor data reduces this data traffic significantly.
Furthermore, on the SC side, the processing of city-wise or
street-wise acquired BD processed at the SC edge/fog/MEC
platforms with high computing power for decision-making
and generating insight for specific FAGVs diminishes this
data traffic substantially. For instance, optimised routing
schemes for FAGVs to reach their destination based on their
current locations can be determined within the SC edge or
fog rather than sending all required BD to FAGVs for their
processing and route determination. Moreover, FAGVs and
SCs can leverage the benefits of the cloud platform for the
execution of resource-hungry requirements such as city-wise
HD map generation, deep learning training, long-term-sensor
data storage for further processing e.g., prognosis/diagnosis
of any imminent failure or improvement of vehicle perfor-
mance. In this respect, context-aware data sharing standards
and protocols should be agreed-upon between the stakehold-
ers as mentioned earlier in the previous section.
Optimisation of fuel cost and emissions locally was pro-
posed by Alsabaan et al. [70] using first traffic-light-signal-
to-vehicle (TLS2V) and then V2V communications by ad-
justing the speed of vehicles based on traffic signals. Within
FAGVinSCF framework, orchestration of the SC and FAGV
components are performed using the SC fog platform via SC
facilities such as SC Road Side Facilities (scRSFs) that is
explained in Section III-B4. Vehicles in Region of Interests
(ROIs) of scRSFs or other SC facilities are not just informed
about the imminent traffic light signals, but also, informed
about the congestion, accident, road-closed cases in advance
related to the routing of vehicles for better decision-making
such as best routing, lane selection, speed, acceleration and
deceleration, which is explained in Sections III-B6 in detail.
3) Crowdsourcing using FAGVs and SC
The optimisation of mobility based on evolving mobility
patterns (e.g., passenger volumes by various public services,
taxi, bike; travel route, duration, intervals, displacement, dis-
tributions among services) within different days (e.g., public
holidays), rush hours and peak times, or weather conditions
is required to make the city dynamics flow seamlessly with
effective decision-making abilities (e.g., congestion manage-
ment, deploying new bus routes and stations, optimal use of
the roads and parking spaces). Detecting and determining
timely-manner mobility patterns requires the engagement
with mobile crowdsourcing input and integration of all mo-
bility services involving the information about private car
use and driving habits, particularly to enable the optimisa-
tion of real-time mobility. The use of mobile crowdsourcing
utilities and V2X collaboration in driving helps near-real-
time monitoring of large urban regions efficiently. A huge
amount of information are already being collected within
SCs using highly distributed IoT and AMSs with WSNs
and highly distributed heterogeneous communication nodes
as detailed in Section III-A1. Vehicular crowdsourcing sig-
nificantly reduces the financial and time costs needed for
city governments to collect data and the trend is for FAGVs
to replace humans to collect sensing data in cities [85].
Following the development of IoV and crowdsourcing tech-
niques, Vehicular Social Networks (VSNs) as the emerging
paradigm (i.e., the integration of IoV and social networks)
are promising to solve the ever-increasing road accidents,
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FIGURE 2: Use of scRSFs in SC: The dashed arrows coloured differently indicate the ROIs for each scRSF.
traffic congestion, and other such issues that become obsta-
cles to the realisation of the smart traffic in cities. VSNs
are likely to pave the way for sustainable development by
promoting mobility efficiency [83] and human factors that
impact vehicular connectivity using the cloud platform and
conventional V2X communication frameworks. In the project
— scoop@F, carried out by the Ministry of Transport in
France, vehicles in city roads will be connected to the smart
route and interconnected via Wi-Fi, 4G or 5G technologies to
share information about traffic, accident, presence of debris
or an animal on the road [59].
Vehicle mobility information and the information acquired
from the other SC mobility components (e.g., peoples‘ mo-
bility) should be integrated to each other for more efficient
mobility. The reasons for steering the crowd might be for
emergency evacuation, guided tours, safe movement of peo-
ple during large rallies and concerts, regulating the use of
spaces or for commercial purposes (e.g., steer crowds to
move through certain businesses areas) [86]. Car ownership
poses a challenge in using crowdsourcing applications re-
garding the privacy and security concerns. In this sense,
reducing car ownership using FAGVs with increasing ride-
sharing without the costs and responsibilities of ownership
will increase the crowdsourcing applications as a near-term
reality. FAGVs equipped with onboard sensors (e.g., CO2
emission measurement sensor) and wireless communication
devices, integrated with SC may turn into eyes, ears and
noses of the city. In turn, FAGVs can be supported by lots
of real-time crowdsourcing data. Cooperative crowdsourcing
enables cooperative crowdsensing, which increases the effi-
cacy of decision-making. Dynamic road traffic monitoring,
parking space detection, detection of road abnormalities with
surface monitoring, air quality with a variety of sensors can
be observed by FAGVs. With the help of the crowdsourcing
applications using the FAGVs MEC, SC edge/fog/MEC and
cloud platform, the realistic picture of the roads and traffic
activities involving all the other vehicles not equipped with
FAGVs technologies can be generated.
4) FAGV infrastructure design within SCs
The integration of FAGVs with SC will make the road design
change significantly in which FAGVs can interact with their
environments easier using digital information-sharing mech-
anisms such as digital traffic signs and scRSFs that can be
communicated with via wireless channels. Stationary scRSFs
as edge nodes with a full sensor suite of i) LIDAR with night-
vision capabilities and a range of 150 meters observing the
position and geometric structure of objects, ii) radar with a
range of up to 200 meters, and iii) cameras supported by
infrared with 60 frames per second and capable of producing
high resolution images about 1 gigabyte of raw data per
second, placed at appropriate locations over city roads can
collect much useful instant information for specific ROIs. An
effective placement of scRSFs along the city roads in which
they overlap one another’ ROIs not leaving any dead-zone
is illustrated in Fig. 2. They can be placed at high locations
in order to both cover as much road section as possible and
reduce end-to-end transmission delay. scRSFs interconnected
to each other with high computing/processing powers for
meeting low-latency requirements can process instant BD
as edge nodes supported by SC fog for providing FAGVs
with real-time insights for their instant decision-making re-
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quirements such as optimal route planning, lane-changing,
acceleration/deceleration and collision avoidance. In partic-
ular, an optimal number of scRSFs can be deployed starting
from the regions with high traffic density and equipped with
most advanced sensors similar to the ones on-vehicle-board
for 3D modelling of their ROIs, which allows a smoother
communication with FAGVs regarding using same type of
processed outcome. scRSFs as a network of roadside units
serving as an edge platform are connected to SC fog platform
using fibre-optic cables where available, otherwise wireless
as illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4. With this design, non-delay
tolerant applications such as collision-avoidance and speed
adjustment systems use the parallel processing of informa-
tion via (scRSF)2(scRSF) at the edge platform. scRSFs are
designed to establish a seamless wireless communication
channel with FAGVs as service providers and gateways to
the SC fog and cloud platforms. Each FAGVs communicates
with an scRSF within its ROI (around 50-150 m regarding
the sensor ranges) for data/insight exchange. Autonomous
UAVs equipped with required sensors both connected to SC
and FAGVs can be deployed to capture the traffic flow and
road activities for the remote regions with low traffic density
where placing scRSFs might be expensive.
Power control and the average transmission power re-
quired for communication are the two major issues with the
SC facilities regarding the sustainability of SC. scRSFs can
be idle with the sleep mode if there is no motion on the roads,
particularly during the night time to save energy. The first
scRSF at the edge of any road can turn the others into the
active mode where a vehicle enters the road.
5) 3D dynamic modelling of city roads
HD maps with lane-level accuracy are a topic of particular
interest to both map providers and car manufacturers [87].
Detailed static 3D HD map for high-precision position fixes
down to a margin of error to 10 cm can be created today using
real-time kinematic capabilities [27] and this is ten times as
accurate as 2D maps that operate with a margin of error of
up to a metre [9]. It is made possible with this 3D mapping
to model road surfaces down to the number of lanes and their
width, the curvature and slope of the road and surrounding
signage [9]. FAGVs using this static modelling involving the
map of static obstacles in memory do not need to see the lanes
and static obstacles on the roads. Furthermore, with Real-
Time Kinematic (RTK) corrections, the solution combining
a Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) and an Inertial
Navigation System (INS) solution can provide both absolute
accuracy and continuity for vehicle localisation [87]. More
explicitly, the solution provides information on localisation
(latitude, longitude, altitude), velocity (w.r.t. east, north, up
directions), acceleration (lateral, longitudinal, vertical), rota-
tion (roll, pitch, azimuth) and rotation rate (roll rate, pitch
rate, yaw rate) by providing the standard deviations for all
these estimates [87]. Using these static and dynamic localisa-
tion approaches based on Geodetic coordinates (i.e., latitude
and longitude) and Cartesian coordinates, FAGVs can travel
from one location to another without using other external
sensors if there were not any mobile objects around those
vehicles. However, the environment is dynamically changing
with traffic participants such as pedestrians, other vehicles,
road maintenance, parking space occupancy, changing traffic
lights, which requires many other external sensors in order
to cope with the challenges in the environment properly.
Furthermore, it is urgent to implement near-real-time near-
precise 3D dynamic modelling of city roads with all mobile
and static objects to make FAGVs react to rapidly changing
dynamical city mobility beyond their sensor ability, in partic-
ular, to adjust their routes appropriately.
Near-real-time 3D modelling and mapping of city roads
involving all static and mobile objects using the abilities
of FAGVs and SC is demonstrated in this section with a
new way of thinking. The combination of real-time driving
dynamic scenes captured by many FAGVs and the scenes
obtained by scRSFs from numerous data points as designed
in Section III-B4 is performed to generate 3D dynamic
modelling of city roads on realistic maps. First, dynamic
scenes (scenes subtracted from the static images) obtained
from static scRSF sensors are merged for each street as
shown in Eq. 1 to generate the dynamics. Second, scenes
obtained from the sensor readings of FAGVs where posi-
tional information of FAGVs is of crucial importance are
sent to the nearest scRSF and these scenes are mapped for
each street based on FAGVs’ dynamic locations as shown in
Eq. 2. Those particular locational maps can be collected by
various edge/fog/MEC platforms established within SC and
most recent near-real-time broader dynamic city maps can
be established by moulding those particular maps with the
instantaneous information collected within SC. Third, these
two mappings are rendered to result in one single map to
generate the dynamic map of each street as shown in Eq. 3
using the processing power of edge platform (i.e., scRSFs)
and finally these street maps are merged to generate a highly
detailed 3D dynamic city map as shown in Eq. 4. First three
operations are performed on scRDF computing edge units
and the final phase are processed on city fog computing
units. In this way, the real-time picturing of city streets are
exploited by FAGVs on the related street and the HD city
dynamic map can be used to direct FAGVs for their routes
to arrive their destinations in an optimised manner. scRSFs
update SC edge platform as illustrated in Fig. 4 when their
current view changed. One agent on the edge platform runs
per street for mapping. One agent on the edge platform runs
per FAGVs for mapping. The SC edge platform updates first
street map and then city traffic map on the SC fog platform.
Only changes are registered and rendered on static street
and city visual maps to reduce data traffic. Then, those up-
to-date city maps out-of-sight of FAGVs can be employed
by all FAGVs, mainly to determine the best routes to reach
their destination and these routes can be updated during their
mission regarding the changing situations (e.g., accident,
congestion, difficult road conditions), which is analysed in
Section III-B6.
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StreetscRSFa.Map =
t∑
n=1
scRSFn.Data; (1)
FAGV sa.3DMap =
k∑
n=1
FAGVn(x, y).Data; (2)
Streeta.3DMap = StreetscRSFx.3DMap+ FAGV sx.3DMap;
(3)
CityA.HD3DMap =
t∑
n=1
Streetn.HDMap+ Streetn.3DMap;
(4)
Algorithm 1: scRSF dynamic street traffic mapping
(Eq. 1) and city traffic mapping agent: one agent for
each street.
Data: System input: CityID & AgentID & StreetID & scRSFIDs
Data: Instant input: scRSFx.Time & scRSFx.ActiveCurrentView
Result: StreetscRSF(StreetID).TrafficMap & City(CityID).TrafficMap
=>scRSFs send fused sensed data whenever there is a change;
=>Only difference is sent to reduce data traffic;
=>(scRSFx.ActiveCurrentView = scRSFx.StaticView -
scRSFx.FusedSensedData);
while NOT Stopped do
=>Street agent checks if the view is changed for each scRSF;
foreach i= 1 to scRSF.number do
if scRSF(i).ActiveCurrentView != scRSF(i).ActivePreviousView)
then
scRSF(i).Time = CurrentTime;
scRSF(i).WiewChange = “true”;
=>Update the street map (Eqs. 1 and 3);
UpdatedData = scRSF(i).ActiveCurrentView;
StreetscRSF(StreetID).TrafficMap =
updateStreetMap(StreetID, scRSF(i).ID, UpdatedData);
=>Update the city map (Eq. 4);
City(CityID).TrafficMap = updateCityMap(CityID, StreetID,
scRSF(i).ID, UpdateData);
scRSF(i).ActivePreviousView =
scRSF(i).ActiveCurrentView;
else
=>Update the database as no change at this time;
scRSF(i).Time = CurrentTime;
scRSF(i).WiewChange = “false”;
end
end
end
The state of the scene observed is represented on a very
high symbolic level by the shape descriptors and the spatio-
temporal state variables including spatial velocity compo-
nents as an integral part (state vector components), which
provides an efficient framework for data fusion and active
control of the viewing direction [16] regarding not only
the current state of imminent 3D modelling of the scene,
but also ensuing state of the view using future trajectories
of FAGVs with traffic-prediction algorithms where this ap-
proach is integrated with the route planning and data obtained
from inertial sensors of FAGVs (e.g., speed) as explained
in Section III-B6. From a broader perspective, imminent
localisation of traffic participants and 3D traffic mapping
could be carried out based on the data acquired from both the
FAGVs MECs and SC fog computing platform and FAGVs
can perform their tasks in an optimum manner using these
Algorithm 2: FAGV dynamic street partial traffic
mapping (Eq. 2) and city traffic mapping update
agent: One agent for each active FAGV.
Data: System input: CityID & AgentID & StreetID & FAGVID &
DefinedMaxDataSentTime & DefinedLocationChange
Data: Instant input: FAGV.Time & FAGVID (X,Y) &
FAGV.ActiveCurrentView
Result: StreetscRSF(StreetID).TrafficMap & City(CityID).TrafficMap
=>-FAGV sends fused sensed data in various intervals regarding its location
change and time elapsed;
while NOT destination do
=>FAGV and its agent checks if the location is changed as defined;
foreach -FAGVLocation.changed == DefinedLocationChange &&
Time.elapsed > DefinedMaxDataSentTime do
FAGV.Time = CurrentTime;
=>Update the street map (Eqs. 2 and 3);
UpdatedData = FAGV(x,y).ActiveCurrentView;
Street(StreetID).TrafficMap = updateStreetMap(StreetID,
FAGV.ID, FAGV.Location(x,y) UpdatedData);
=>Update the city map (Eq. 4);
City(CityID).TrafficMap = updateCityMap(CityID, StreetID,
FAGV.ID, FAGV.Location(x,y), UpdateData);
end
end
insights in return. Furthermore, FAGVs using 3D modelling
supported by the SC domains providing most urgent in-
formation for FAGVs such as weather, road condition and
traffic density information can predict how other vehicles
on the road will behave to make dynamic decisions in real-
time to exploit the most recent picture of the environment
such as determining the best manoeuvrer for a safe and
comfortable trajectory, finding the most appropriate routes,
adjusting speed. In other words, 3D instant dynamic mapping
is expected to reduce traffic congestion and collisions and to
increase the optimisation of mobility.
To summarise this section, the fusing of both data acquired
from scRSFs, FAGVs, crowdsourcing and data already on
the city fog (e.g., weather, road maintenance) and cloud
platforms helps map the most realistic picture of city roads
which plays a vital role to help realise the indispensable
objectives of FAGVs and SCs in an optimised manner as
explored in the following sections.
6) Automation of FAGVs with SC
FAGVs automated within the SC ecosystem is the immi-
nent future with their immense and immersive abilities and
life-saving potential by optimising the mobility, alleviating
the FMLM problem with a balance of public and private
transportation options and increasing the sustainability of
SCs. FAGVs’ communication with neighbours and with the
surroundings using V2X in real-time with very small trans-
mission and communication delays enables better instant
controlling and decision-making in a highly uncertain, unpre-
dictable and volatile vehicle environment. Additionally, for
better routing and decision-making, FAGVs need a broader
range of information beyond their sensor abilities, which
requires a new communication channel and a new approach.
Against the numerous improvements and approaches, still,
new approaches and techniques are required to cope with
the non-linear environment effectively and to optimise C-ITS
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Route(streetcurrent(x)=>streetend(y)).T rafficMap =
argmin
streetcurrent(x)=>...=>streetend(y)
f(T ime(streetcurrent(x)=>...=>streetend(y))).T rafficMap;
(5)
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FIGURE 3: Dynamic route planning involving speed and lane
guidance: An active agent per FAGV is running in SC as
illustrated in Algorithm 1.
and mobility with better automation within an orchestrated
use of resources involving the automation of all other actors
such as traffic police agents, healthcare and highway mainte-
nance. In our approach here, C-ITS is transformed into Au-
tomated ITS, in other words, A-ITS where the key enabling
communication channel is V2sc using scRSFs. V2sc aims to
orchestrate all the required resources within a new framework
— FAGVinSCF by optimising the mobility through the real-
time and near-real-time exchange of the dynamic information
among the road users.
Linking heterogeneous FAGVs in real-time and near-real-
time — V2sc based on agreed-upon standards and protocols
using the SC abilities empowered with intelligent vehicle-
friendly highways and roadway infrastructure can enable
low-latency requirements and a smoother life with less ac-
cident and less congestion by predicting and planing for up-
coming manoeuvres appropriately. If other traffic participants
and vehicles could share or even constantly disseminate their
plans, vehicles could use this information to reduce the uncer-
tainties and so minimise the buffers within their trajectories
and this would enable automated driving vehicles to drive
closer to each other (thus increasing the capacity of roads
Algorithm 3: SC-FAGV dynamic route planning
via agents using Eq. 5 and the dynamic city traffic
mapping established by Algorithms 1 and 2. FAGV
updates SC when the current street or destination
changed. SC proposes a modified optimised route.
Data: System input: AgentID & FAGVID & FAGVStartLocation &
FAGVDefaultDestination & StartTime
Data: Instant input: FAGVCurrentLocation & FAGVCurrentDestination &
FAGVFusedSensedData & FAGVChangedDestination
Result: FAGVubmittedRoute & FAGVDestinationArrived &
FAGVParkingLocation
=>FAGV starts its navigation using its geo-info;
FAGVCurrentLocation = FAGVStartLocation (X,Y);
FAGVCurrentDestination = FAGVDefaultDestination(X,Y);
FAGVSubmittedRoute = “”;
while NOT FAGVDestinationArrived do
=>Check if the destination is changed during navigation;
if FAGVCurrentDestination == FAGVDefaultDestination then
=>Find the optimised route;
streetcurrent(x) = FAGVCurrentLocation.Street;
streetend(y) = FAGVCurrentDestination.Street;
FAGVRoute = findOptimumRoute (Eq. 5 <==
(streetcurrent(x), streetend(y)));
if FAGVSubmittedRoute == “ ” then
FAGVSubmittedRoute = FAGVRoute;
sendNewRoute(FAGVSubmittedRoute);
else
=>Send the route if it is different;
if FAGVRoute != FAGVSubmittedRoute then
FAGVSubmittedRoute = FAGVRoute;
sendNewRoute(FAGVSubmittedRoute);
else
=>Wait until new input comes from FAGV;
LISTEN; SLEEP;
end
end
else
=>Find the optimised route regarding new destination;
FAGVCurrentDestination = FAGVChangedDestination;
streetcurrent(x) = FAGVCurrentLocation.Street;
streetend(y) = FAGVCurrentDestination.Street;
FAGVRoute = findOptimumRoute (Eq. 5 <==
(streetcurrent(x), streetend(y)));
FAGVSubmittedRoute = FAGVRoute;
sendNewRoute(FAGVSubmittedRoute);
end
end
FAGVParkingLocation = findParkingLocation(FAGVCurrentDestination);
sendParkingLocation(FAGVParkingLocation);
and cities), react more quickly to manoeuvrers, operate with
better control, and avoid collisions [68]. Strictly speaking,
the establishment of effective communication links between
FAGVs and SC facilities and domains provides promising
outcomes such as 1) reducing the collisions in understanding
others’ next intention better, reducing congestion by sig-
nalling each other, 2) reducing fatalities with better reaction
times, better sensory abilities, better judgement, 3) smoother
traffic, 4) protecting the environment with less congestion,
energy efficiency, less fuel consumption or green power (e.g.,
electrical batteries), and 5) reducing the need for parking
space leading to allocation of parking spaces for other pur-
poses where most of the times (above 95%), worldwide, over
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FIGURE 4: FAGVinSCF: Dynamic speed and lane optimisation: An active agent per FAGVs is running in SC as illustrated in
Algorithm 4.
1 billion personal vehicles are in the parking mode when they
are not used. For transportation efficiency applications, the
Car-to-Car Communication Consortium (C2CCC) analysed
exemplarily enhanced route guidance and navigation, green
light optimal speed advisory, and lane merging assistants:
whereas for the first two applications, roadside infrastructure
is considered a prerequisite, the lane merging assistant is
assumed to be based on V2V communication [64]. Within
this context, in this section, we would like to cover the man-
agement of these three cornerstones of ITS, namely, i) route
planning, ii) lane management, and iii) velocity involving the
traffic light management for optimising the mobility using
the framework of FAGVinSCF within the concept of A-ITS
in order to visualise how effective the automation between
SC and FAGVs can be established.
Routing with FAGVinSCF: Most of the current route
planning approaches are mainly based on the current static
situations, in other words, dynamic traffic of cities is not
incorporated into those approaches, which poses many chal-
lenges to cope with in city roads. Dynamic route guidance
of FAGVs can be performed using their current position,
known destination information based on 3D near-real-time
visual modelling of the city roads with exact roadmaps, active
vehicles on them and their future locations regarding their
route planning, which contributes the efficiency of city traffic
flow significantly, primarily benefiting vehicle and citizen
better mobility and safety with the distribution of traffic dy-
namically based on the current traffic/rush state, and energy
efficiency with less carbon emission (i.e., the sustainability
of SC). FAGVs interconnect with SC via the closest scRSFs
and share their basic information such as current location and
destination and they are guided through the best available
routes as illustrated in Fig. 3 — e.g., to routes with less
congestions. The conceptual dynamic optimal route planing
of the vehicles is shown in Algorithm 3 using the Eq. 5. This
equation aims to choose the best available route with optimal
waypoints that result in the shortest time from the current
location that is frequently changed to the final destination
or many temporary destinations as in ride-sharing. An agent
per vehicle in the FAGVinSCF framework finds the best
route based on all the circumstances on the roads, mainly
traffic flow and the shortest time to reach the destination
by incorporating the imminent traffic flow into the system
based on i) the previously planned routes of all other vehicles
with the prioritisation of the emergency vehicles such as
ambulance, police and fire engines, ii) their speed and iii)
imminent changing locations. The previously specified route
can be updated with new calculations based on the most
recent dynamic road maps by the agent whenever the street
location of the vehicle changes. This routing scheme can be
updated under the current circumstances (e.g., depending on
an accident in a pre-specified route) at any time.
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Algorithm 4: SC-FAGV velocity control and lane
management via agents regarding differential vehicle
dynamics (e.g., slip-based tire/road friction estima-
tion) based on weather conditions and street traffic
mapping established by Algorithms 1 and 2 using
the Eqs. 3 and 4.
Data: System input: AgentID & StreeID & StreeMap (Algorithm 1) &
TrafficLightInfo & TrafficSignInfo & JunctionStreets.TrafficInfo
Data: Instant input: FAGVsLocation(xy) & FAGVsLane & FAGVsSpeed &
OtherVsLocation(xy) & OtherVsLane & OtherVsSpeed
Result: FAGVsAdvisedSpeed & FAGVsAdvisedLane &
OtherVsAdvisedSpeed & OtherVsAdvisedLane &
Vehicles.RequiredInfo
while NOT Idle do
=>Detect active traffic on the street and analyse it using the detected
vehicle info (e.g., speed, lane shared by vehicles or detected by the
sensors on street scRSF), traffic signs and lights (Fig. 3);
[StreetID.TrafficFlowInfo, StreetID.TrafficLaneFlowInfo,
StreetID.LaneDensity, TimeElapsed] =analyseTrafficOnStreet
(VehiclesIDs, Vehicles.Speed, Vehicles.Lane);
=>Determine the advised speed and lane for better traffic flow
regarding the traffic signs and light info;
[Vehicles.AdvisedSpeed, Vehicles.AdvisedLane,
Vehicles.RequiredInfo] = determineVehiclesSpeedLane
(StreetID.TrafficFlowInfo, StreetID.TrafficLaneFlowInfo,
StreetID.LaneDensity, StreetID.TrafficSignInfo,
StreetID.TrafficLightInfo, VehiclesIDs,
StreetID.Tire/roadFrictionEstimation, TimeElapsed);
=>Send the determined advised info to vehicles (Figs. 3 and 4);
submitAdvisedSpeedLaneInfo (Vehicles.AdvisedSpeed,
Vehicles.AdvisedLane, Vehicles.RequiredInfo);
=>Report vehicles to police if they are behaving strangely out of the
rules;
reportVehiclesToPolice (Vehicles.Speed, Vehicles.Lane,
Vehicles.PoliceInfo);
warnVehicle (Vehicles.Speed, Vehicles.Lane, Vehicles.WarningInfo);
end
Velocity control and lane management with FAGVin-
SCF: Velocity control and lane management of vehicles are
carried out concerning the traffic flow, traffic signs and lights,
traffic density, road conditions on particular lanes by the
FAGVinSCF framework using Algorithm 4 as illustrated in
Figs. 3 and 4. An agent for each street and direction runs
to regulate and optimise the traffic flow using safe paths via
better simultaneous localisation and mapping (SLAM). The
agent communicates with the vehicles on the road and other
agents on the junction streets using SC edge platform —
scRSFs and FAGV MEC to satisfy the latency requirements
using near-real-time dynamic traffic activities. More explic-
itly, first, the agent detects the active traffic on the street and
analyse it using the detected vehicle info (e.g., speed, lane
shared by vehicles or detected by the sensors on scRSFs),
traffic signs and lights (Fig. 3). Second, it determines the
advised speed and lane for each vehicle aiming at a better
traffic flow regarding the fused information about the traffic
signs and lights, weather, road conditions, and other vehicles.
Third, it shares the determined advised info with the vehicles
as illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4 and reports vehicles to autho-
rised entities or police if they are behaving strangely out of
the rules regarding any vehicle hacking to provide road safety
for other road users.
FAGVs requiring an unobstructed view of the sky for
localisation and navigation regarding the use of GPS are
very sensitive to adverse weather such as snow, fog, heavy
rain, hail [27], [88], [26] resulting in poor on-board sensor
performance even though those sensors are designed to com-
plement one another. For instance, the detection range of
millimetre-wave radar can be reduced by up to 45% under
severe rainfall conditions [26]. Within SC, FAGVs will be
able to follow the traffic lights and other traffic signs without
needing to visualise, particularly during adverse weather
conditions. The FAGVinSCF framework becomes the eyes of
FAGVs under difficult road conditions or where any sensor
failures or mechanical errors emerge on FAGVs.
FIGURE 5: Traffic simulation area: The centre of the Preston
city where The University of Central Lancashire is located.
7) Modelling and simulation of FAGVinSCF
A traffic simulation and modelling platform was built using
the MATLAB programming language and VISSIM traffic
simulation tool. From a technical point of view, the algo-
rithms 3 and 4 for the route planning and lane and speed
control respectively were implemented using MATLAB to
perform the optimal vehicle self-driving behaviour where
the visual simulation environment as illustrated earlier in
Figs. 3 and 4 was built using VISSIM. More explicitly, the
urban traffic is generated and active traffic map is observed
within VISSIM as illustrated in Algorithms 1 and 2. The real-
time data transfer interface between MATLAB and VISSIM
is established through the COM interface. With the model
and simulation, the objectives are 1) performing various
levels of FAGV penetration ranging from varying mixed
traffic environment to solely FAGV traffic environment, 2)
finding the most appropriate routes, 3) optimising FAGV
behaviour concerning the density of road segments, lanes,
proper left/right turning, and 4) adjusting their speed with
appropriate acceleration and deceleration.
The simulation was performed at the centre of the Preston
city as specified in Fig. 5 and the modelling of the urban
traffic in VISSIM is shown in Fig. 6 15. To show the merits
of the approaches proposed in this paper in simplistic terms,
the traffic simulation was performed both from north to south
and from west to east directions using the dynamic routing
with the easily understandable road segments as labelled in
15We will be modelling a comprehensive simulation environment in our
following studies to carry out the swarms of FAGVs in larger urban areas
with various scenarios as specified in Section V.
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FIGURE 6: Modelling of the urban traffic with the road segments using the VISSIM interface and 2D/3D visualisation of the
intersection points during the simulation.
TABLE 3: Order of the road segments within the routes.
The arrows indicate the route directions concerning the road
segments that are shown in Fig. 6.
Route Road segments
1 101→ 102→ 103→ 104→ 105→ 106→ 301 -
2
↓ ↓
→ 407→ 504→ 106→ 301
3
↓ ↓
→ 408→ 205→ 301
4
↓
→ 404→ 503→ 504→ 106→ 301
5
↓ ↓
→ 408→ 205→ 301
6
↓
→ 405→ 204→ 205→ 301
7 → 402→ 502→ 503→ 504→ 106→ 301
8
↓
→ 408→ 205→ 301
9 → 405→ 204→ 205→ 301
10 201→ 202→ 501→ 502→ 503→ 504→ 106→ 301
11
↓ ↓
→ 408→ 205→ 301
12
↓
→ 405→ 204→ 205→ 301
13 → 203→ 204→ 205→ 301 - -
14 401→ 103→ 104→ 105→ 106→ 301 - -
15
↓ ↓
→ 407→ 504→ 106→ 301 -
16
↓ ↓
→ 408→ 203→ 301 -
17
↓
→ 404→ 503→ 504→ 106→ 301 -
18
↓ ↓
→ 408→ 205→ 301 -
19
↓
→ 405→ 204→ 205→ 301 -
20 → 402→ 502→ 503→ 504→ 106→ 301 -
21
↓
→ 408→ 205→ 301 -
22 → 405→ 204→ 205→ 301 -
23 403→ 404→ 503→ 504→ 106→ 301 - -
24
↓
→ 408→ 205→ 301 - -
25 → 405→ 204→ 205→ 301→ - - -
26 406→ 504→ 106→ 301→ - - - -
27 → 408→ 205→ 301→ - - - -
Fig. 6. In this regard, all the road segments and the possible
27 routes using those road segments are displayed in Table 3
with the arrows. The simulation was carried out using 14,000
vehicles generated from the road segments labelled as 101,
102, 401, 403, 406 with the vehicle numbers of 5,000, 4,000,
500, 3,000 and 1500 respectively. It was run several times
with various penetration levels of FAGVs into mixed traffic
(i.e., 0%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%,
90%, 100%) to observe how the proposed framework is
affecting the traffic mobility with those varying penetration
levels in an hour. The required data such as the locations of
FAGVs, their destinations and traffic volumes and flows of
the road segments involving the traffic volumes and flows of
the particular lanes within these road segments were obtained
by the Matlab interface. The control commands per FAGV,
in other words, i) dynamic routes that may change based
on the varying traffic volumes and flows on other segments
where FAGVs move to the next road segment in the pre-
specified routes, ii) lane trajectories and velocity based on the
volume and flow on the current road segment were fed back
to VISSIM in real-time for visualization. The results were
acquired after each simulation run and these results are sum-
marised in Fig 7 considering the varying penetration levels
of FAGVs within the proposed framework. It is worth noting
that during the multiple runs of the simulation with varying
penetration levels of FAGVs, all other system parameters
were kept same (e.g., the safe distance between the vehicles)
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and most importantly, any bottlenecks in the system were not
attempted to be improved (e.g., congested intersection points
by adjusting the signal timing) to be able to compare the
possible contributions of the proposed framework with the
varying penetration levels of FAGV. The results are explored
in Section IV with further discussions.
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FIGURE 7: Performance of the traffic flow concerning the
number of the remaining vehicles not completed their journey
based on the penetration of FAGVs.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Even though cities cover just 3% of the earth’s surface,
they drive our economies, they consume 75% of the world’s
energy and most importantly, city-based consumption drives
80% of additive greenhouse gases [38]. Additionally, the
ownership of vehicles that is now over 1 billion is growing
exponentially due to reduced cost, increased income, and
increasing population, which exacerbate the predicaments
in cities. 1.35 million people die each year on the world’s
roads as a result of road traffic crashes [89], not to mention
the 50 million non-fatal injuries [90], [91], which should be
treated as a global health crisis. More than 90% percent of
auto accidents result from human impairment such as drunk
driving or road rage, errant pedestrians, or just plain bad driv-
ing [92]. It seems like a fairly obvious way to reduce crashes
is to both reduce the number of humans behind the wheel
and reduce the number of vehicles on streets [14]. More-
over, eliminating accidents will save roughly US$200 billion
annually in health-care costs [93] not to mention the time
wasted behind wheels and in traffic delays and congestions.
FAGVs promise to further reduce collisions dramatically by
removing the human element altogether [92]. The challenges
of urbanisation, if unmet urgently, would entail grave eco-
nomic and environmental impacts [43]. FAGVs are expected
to improve mobility and traffic conditions in cities [94].
Therefore, it is urgent to develop FAGVs integrated with SC
to address those challenges and improve our daily commute.
Around $100 billion worldwide on R&D was spent by the
automotive industry in order to nurture innovation and to
stay competitive [12]. Around $80 billion has been spent on
self-driving cars [95]. Waymo has spent over $1.1 billion so
far to develop its own internal capability, with particularly
large investments in simulation and mapping, as well as real-
world driving, training, and testing [3]. FAGVs should be per-
ceived not only a transportation aspect but also an upheaval
that amplifies the impacts on every and each part of our
life, strictly related to all the components of SC. Therefore,
FAGVs cannot be treated as independent objects, but a part
of its surrounding within SC. FAGVs adapting to the needs
of citizens within multi and mixed-modal trip planning are
promising less traffic, fewer deaths, less congestion in urban
areas. FAGVs with their gratifying abilities provide flexible
customised options to their customers regarding individual
preferences. For instance, the Mini with shared ownership
changes colour for each user [4]. Today, we are witnessing
this transformation before our own eyes even though this
seems a long way away ahead. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first comprehensive study both on the use of
autonomous ground vehicles within SC and on the integration
of these two rapidly developing disciplines.
Since FAGVs can free the drivers from hard driving work
and reduce the number of traffic accidents, more and more
people believe that FAGVs will be the bounding trend in
the near future [5]. However, the introduction of new digital
technology into the automotive industry has always raised
anxieties [96]. Nevertheless, in a survey, autonomous cars
were perceived as a “somewhat low risk” form of transport
and, while concerns existed, there was little opposition to
the prospect of their use on public roads [97]. The accep-
tance of FAGVs by citizens opposing thus technology lies in
successfully addressing the safety concerns and it looks like
this is going to take a long time. For instance, bicycles are
hard to spot and much less predictable than cars [98]. The
California Bicycle Coalition started a petition to stop FAGVs
from being tested on California streets because they worry
that the tech isn’t powerful enough to see cyclists after the
Uber crash in 2016 [14]. One of the owners of Tesla that
is developed in California noticed that in winter on snowy
roads, salt lines might confuse the Tesla’s autopilot with the
lane lines 16. Those types of arising problems specific to
particular city dynamics can be mitigated properly within a
synergistic integration of SC and FAGVs (e.g., FAGVinSCF)
to control and direct FAGVs appropriately, which brings
numerous benefits, primarily, transforming citizens’ daily life
into safer and more peaceful hormones functional environ-
ment. For instance, FAGVinSCF can intervene and direct
FAGVs to behave properly under any violation of lane lines.
SC can integrate all the transport options in a customised
way empowered with mission/service-oriented cooperation
using real-time insights by making timely decisions within
the concepts of A-ITS and AoE. Within this context, the
results (Fig 7) of the simulation performed to show the virtues
of FAGVinSCF in Section III-B7 shows that traffic mobility
can be increased significantly with the orchestration of the
components of FAGVs and SC (Fig. 1) within FAGVinSCF.
More specifically, the flow of the traffic benefits substantially
in optimising the behaviours of FAGVs where FAGVs start
16https://twitter.com/amywebb/status/841292068488118273?lang=en
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dominating the roads with higher penetration levels — > 40%
(i.e., 436 (949 - 513) more vehicles where it is 40% and 567
(949 - 382) more vehicles where it is 50% complete their
journey) whereas smaller levels requires the adaptation of
FAGVs to the dominant environment of conventional vehi-
cles leading to a modest improvement (i.e., 11 more vehicles
complete their journey where the penetration is 20%). In the
narrow sense, in our simulation study, the traffic mobility is
getting optimised with a penetration level of over 70% (i.e.,
only 83 vehicles cannot complete their journey where it is
80%) and therefore no more significant improvement can be
realised after this level where the road segments with the
intersection points already become optimised, which helps
avoid getting congested easily. Furthermore, these results
suggest that traffic flow can be optimised within mixed
traffic without huge changes to the infrastructure where the
penetration level of FAGVs gets dominant with the proposed
framework.
It is boldly envisioned that by 2040, all vehicles will
be completely driverless, and it might even be illegal for
humans to drive on public roads in a new traffic ecosystem
in which all vehicles are centrally controlled [90]. It is obvi-
ous that FAGVs will gradually dominate the transportation
market [99]. The sensor and mapping technologies within
driverless cars create a huge amounts of data, and to make
sense of it, cars will become the supercomputers of the future
presenting a MEC platform with very high computing power.
Today’s discussion no longer revolves around whether the
technology will deliver on its promise but whether people
want what the technology can deliver 17. Studies have shown
that high market penetration of level 5 automation rather than
other lower 4 levels is likely to have the most significant
positive impact on society and policymakers can make this
work through extra focus and funding for the development of
FAGVs [12] and their integration with SC. Widespread use
of FAGVs will impact SCs and urban planning dramatically,
particularly, 1) road, parking, and pedestrian infrastructure,
2) vehicle ownership and sharing, travel behaviours, 3) health
and comfort of citizens with less worldwide traffic accidents
and carbon footprint, and 4) the sustainability of cities with
less emission (60% reduction of CO2 [100]), less congestion
and more efficient fuel consumption with better automa-
tion of SC smart components. Likewise, SCs equipped with
immersive communication technologies and SC facilities
equipped with powerful computing capabilities will enable
FAGVs both to be connected to each other more than ever
and to use real-time and near-real-time insights for better
decision-making. To make sure the HD maps that FAGVs use
contain up-to-date information, HD maps should be refreshed
weekly and generating and maintaining HD maps can cost
millions of dollars per year for a midsize city [27]. Various
companies, primarily Google have put huge investments into
creating highly accurate HD maps [100]. Those HD maps can
be generated readily by the help of the up-to-date 3D traffic
17https://www.mercedes-benz.com/en/next/automation/
maps acquired from both the sensing abilities of scRSFs and
FAGVs, and the information/DINSaaS within SC using exist-
ing digital maps at the bottom of the HD Map (Eqs. 1, 2, 3, 4),
which reduces the cost significantly.
One of the biggest concerns is just how a machine will
deal with the unexpected: those events or situations that are
impossible to predict [9]. However, self-learning abilities
and their integration with SCs will fasten their adaption to
the changing environment enabling more successful FAGVs.
Instant learning and directions from the SC edge/fog/MEC
platforms and cloud platform will be essential mechanisms
for FAGVs. We will be witnessing simulation tools with
extreme accuracy emulating the real city roads by which
FAGVs can be improved and tested in order to rapidly
adapt the mission-critical tasks on roads [9]. We envision
that Passive Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) is a very
promising candidate to fill this gap. The merge of DL and
RL within a recently used concept DRL will be the key
enabler in order to provide the fast and continuous learning
of vehicles. We are witnessing very successful applications of
DRL in a variety of application fields. With DRL, machines
can learn how to play chess, go, poker in several hours/days
and can beat the world champions. Similarly, vehicles soon
will be able to learn how to behave from experiences on
best practices by watching many hours of videos recorded
on the roads. This area requires extensive meticulous re-
search. Simulators can facilitate the development and testing
of autonomous vehicle control algorithms, complementing
the road tests [101]. FAGVs can learn continuously by in-
teracting with simulation systems and watching real-time
traffic videos — correct things to repeat, wrong things to
avoid again using DRL techniques. Nevertheless, FAGVs
will clearly be never perfect. They may cause many fatal acci-
dents. But, we should keep in mind that even the best drivers
are clearly far from perfect. Machines tend to be superior to
humans in terms not only of strength and precision but also of
reliability in controlling complex processes and the capacity
to learn from mistakes [102]. Within the concept of reaping
the benefits of FAGVs, Gary Shapiro, the president of Con-
sumer Technology Association (CTA) says that “Driverless
cars could eliminate over 90% of deaths and injuries caused
by human errors [103] by taking more proper action than
actions followed by most of the human drivers. But if we wait
until this technology is perfect before we deploy it, hundreds
of thousands of lives will be lost. ‘Perfect’ is an impossible
expectation — but ‘very good’ driverless technology will
deliver safer roads, enable more efficient travel and save
lives”. With such a high-tech vehicle involved in the incident,
there will be plenty more data available to determine exactly
what went wrong, why the car made an error, and ideally,
what can be fixed to prevent it from happening again [28].
If it was the sensors that indeed failed, the data should
include information beyond what humans are able to see in
a video [28]. With the framework, FAGVinSCF proposed
in this study, making FAGVs approach near-perfect can be
possible, mainly making FAGVs readily adopt and adapt their
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dynamic environments benefiting both the control of FAGVs,
and sustainability and safety of SCs in multi-directional
ways. With FAGVinSCF, not only are current statuses of
all FAGVs involving all other traffic participants known, but
also, the future statuses of FAGVs and traffic flow are known
with their trajectories, and accordingly, a better way of traffic
management and mobility can be provided with sufficient
amount of continuous information input and continuous traf-
fic planning. The integration of SCs with FAGVs reducing
uncertainties for FAGVs, finding most appropriate routes,
adjusting the speed with proper acceleration and deceleration
not only substantially decreases the fuel consumption and
CO2 emission, but also, provides a comfortable travel experi-
ence for their passengers. Directing FAGVs for better naviga-
tion of ambulances, fire engines, other vehicles, cyclists, and
pedestrians can make cities safer places and more liveable
where trajectories can be detected with a position accuracy in
errors of a few centimetres. Furthermore, relevant features of
dynamic modelling data acquired by FAGVinSCF involving
real-time multimedia data can be analysed to serve a variety
of tasks, mainly in crowdsourcing applications. For instance,
the quality of lanes on the road or further immediate road
maintenance requirement can be detected. We envision an SC
future with AV-based public transportation system integrated
with the abilities of SC using the FAGVinSCF framework. Is
it far away to witness a future that FAGVs integrated with SC
will be able to find their destinations with no sensors using
the available end-to-end communication channels within SC?
Establishment of FAGVinSCF requiring specialized SC
facilities brings initial setup costs to the infrastructure along
with continuous energy use, but, benefiting both the efficacy
of FAGVs and sustainability of SC in the longer period.
The architectural design of urban streets and roads in SCs
is expected to change drastically in order to accommodate
more rooms for FAGVs. We envision that adoption of FAGVs
technology by a large percentage of citizens will be very fast
as we have embraced the recent technology very quickly as in
the use of smartphones. With upcoming more accessible and
convenient FAGVs services along with the social benefits in
various aspects, private vehicle ownership will be impacted
drastically. The SC movement has been growing worldwide,
but it will take another couple of decades for SCs to realise
their game-changing potential [38]. Therefore, one of the
main objectives of this paper is to make policymakers and
city governors aware of that the changes related to FAGVs
and SCs are on their way and necessary planing to adopt these
technologies and carry out the necessary steps in their cities
are prime important.
FAGVs by saving our time, lives and environment within
SC with improving moral/ethical judgement abilities will be
a fundamental part of our daily life, which will enable us
to focus on other things in our life with the created extra
time such as socialising more, reading a book, watching a
film, doing our meetings while commuting instead of driving
long hours eyes on the road. To conclude, there is no point
to wait to make FAGVs perfect. They will never be perfect
and there is a very good reason to unleash them onto public
roads if the abilities of them outperform those of humans in
driving. FAGVs follow the rules too well, and don’t anticipate
human behaviour [28]. To make this transformation smoother
and truly make self-driving technology the safest it can be,
all the vehicles on the road should be fully autonomous
— not just programmed to obey the rules of the road, but
also to communicate with each other [14] and all other
SC facilities within the concept of AoE. Most companies
assume self-driving cars will be shared and used in restricted,
geofenced areas, like downtowns or college campuses [18].
Most of the accidents with AGVs have been caused by
human behaviours as shown in Table 2. Overall, 86% of
documented incidents with AGVs are either rear-endings or
sideswipings that result from a human’s misunderstanding of
an FAGV’s behaviour [88] where currently the intention of
human drivers cannot be calculated by FAGVs. Therefore,
the perfect environment for FAGVs can be established where
city roads are left to sole self-driving vehicles in the long run
for a safer and more optimised mobility.
To summarise the key findings in this paper, the framework
— FAGVinSCF aiming at seamless interaction between SC
and FAGVs shows that i) FAGVs and SC can be integrated in
a synergistic manner using the hardware, software, network
and infrastructure components they have (Fig. 1) with the
various levels of alterations despite the challenges mentioned
in Section IV-A, ii) the approaches within FAGVinSCF can
improve the traffic mobility, in particular, traffic flow in urban
areas substantially with effective path/trajectory planning in
a highly connected city without huge changes to the traffic
infrastructure based on the results obtained from the mod-
elling and simulation study performed in Section III-B7, iii)
FAGVs within FAGVinSCF can improve the urban mobility
further where their penetration into mixed traffic is increased,
and most importantly, iv) the main objectives of SCs such
as sustainability (less CO2 footprint) and improved mobility
can be realised with the optimisation of the traffic mobility
using FAGVs within FAGVinSCF leading to the increased
competitiveness of SCs.
A. CHALLENGES
The essential challenges are summarised as follows:
1) Readiness: Our cities, politicians, policymakers, gov-
ernors, city planners and legislators don’t seem ready to
embrace this forthcoming technology right into the heart of
our cities within a forward-thinking policy. There is plenty of
room for controversy in the management of FAGVs properly
and ethically. All stakeholders are needed to come together
not only to think this fully-autonomous-future, but also to
adapt this technology, plan accordingly and integrate with
SC.
2) Communication standards between FAGVs and SC: A
big challenge for the establishment of smoother low-latency
communication between the SC facilities and FAGVs by
avoiding channel congestion is optimally adjusting and syn-
chronising the many communication/networking parameters
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both in SC and in FAGVs (Fig. 1 C and D) to match the goals
of these two advanced application disciplines.
3) Communication standards between FAGVs and other
users and components of streets: Intelligent AI approaches
related to the communication with the pedestrians, old-
fashioned vehicles and traffic signs are required to increase
the synergistic integration of all components leading to the
orchestration of all resources based on the constraints and
rapidly changing circumstances.
4) Different communication standards between countries:
Some of the communication standards in USA, Europe and
in the other countries are different from each other, which
makes it difficult for FAGVs to talk to and understand each
other using the same protocols, specifically, during their
navigation between states and countries.
6) Denial-of-service attacks: Malicious interference may
be readily originated from a radio transmitter located in
the vicinity of communicating vehicles to cause denial-of-
services via jamming of cooperative awareness messages
(CAMs) or basic safety message (BSM) and decentralized
environmental notification messages (DENMs) [68], specif-
ically, using a jammer with the reaction time in the order
of tens microseconds, which can substantially increase the
packet loss ratio at V2V links as demonstrated in the various
experiments [74], [104]. New effective jamming detection
and avoidance techniques are required to retain the wireless
services active at all time in order to avoid packet loss or
packet transmission delay.
7) Prioritisation of conflicting insights: Fake insights can
be sent with M2M communication. FAGVs should be well
programmed to confirm the insights using their sensors and
the other sources, mainly the agents as moderators within
SCs mentioned in this paper.
8) Rules and regulations: The cities in which residents and
other vehicles do not obey with the traffic rules may postpone
the release of FAGVs to the market until the traffic rules,
particularly traffic lights are complied with to ensure safety
and optimise mobility. Furthermore, from a perspective of
regulatory framework, the traffic rules and legislations are
needed to be amended and expanded to include the specific
characteristics of FAGVs and the interrelation of FAGVs
with people and other vehicles (e.g., in case of an accident,
insurance issues requiring new models of risk management).
9) Ethical concerns: How FAGVs deal with difficult sit-
uations or should behave under emergency should be pro-
grammed based on agreed-upon ethical and legal aspects
established with the involvement of all the stakeholders.
FAGVs must decide quickly, with incomplete information,
in situations that programmers often will not have consid-
ered, using ethics that must be encoded all too literally in
software; a solution doesn’t need to be perfect, but it should
be thoughtful and defensible [105].
10) Infrastructural improvements: GPS-denied manoeu-
vring of on-road vehicles is essential, especially in densely
populated areas with high rising buildings and tunnels, where
data link loss along with missing map data is a possibility [8].
The effectiveness of the sensor technology decreases during
extreme weather conditions such as fogy or snowy weathers.
Where infrastructure is designed with robocars in mind,
many of the hardest problems will be easier to solve in which
FAGVs will talk to the road, to the traffic signs, and one
another [2]. SC road infrastructure in the vicinity of FAGVs,
traffic and road signs and traffic signals are required to be
regulated concerning the features of FAGVs to increase the
efficacy of this upcoming technology.
11) Effective management of geo-distributed BD: A huge
amount of data volumes are generated by the sensors of
FAGVs and this very BD needs to be processed swiftly to
support near-real-time decision-making, which requires ef-
fective collaboration between FAGV MEC, SC fog and cloud
platforms. Recently several approaches and techniques have
been proposed to mitigate the difficulties in BD management,
one of the most recent one is “Management of geo-distributed
intelligence: Deep Insight as a Service (DINSaaS) on Forged
Cloud Platforms (FCP)” [106]. With this approach, BD are
processed using Advanced Insight Analytics and ready-to-
use insights are transported to be input to the other systems,
which not only significantly reduces the data traffic, but also,
decision-making abilities are accelerated.
B. LESSONS LEARNED
1) The demands of city services equipped with better infras-
tructure and smart technologies are increasing at an alarming
rate as the urban population continues to rise with many
challenges to cope with [43]. City infrastructure supported by
advanced road-sensors with scRSFs needs new architectural
design concepts to facilitate FAGVs to function better. We en-
vision that road infrastructure, particularly RSUs will change
substantially regarding the development of FAGVs and their
integration with SC in which FAGVs can talk to traffic signs
increasing the efficacy of the city mobility. Aggregated data
in the SC fog and cloud platforms acquired from FAGVs and
scRSFs can be used both to increase QoS with effective traf-
fic management and advanced up-to-date traffic information
systems and to provide future traffic planning involving road
infrastructure as an integral part of the urban planning. All
the stakeholders such as automakers, policymakers, citizens,
governors should collaboratively work together to incorpo-
rate FAGVs into SC appropriately and properly.
2) FAGVs will transform our cities within SC into a
new area in which sustainability of cities will be increased
substantially with better route selection and more efficient
use of vehicles leading to reduced fuel, congestion, energy,
and carbon footprint. Many insights can be obtained from
the huge amount of data acquired from street mapping/city
mapping at a time using the abilities of SCs and FAGVs and
these insights can be useful in many aspects for many other
scientific fields, primarily, to transform our cities into more
liveable places.
3) Automated Robots embedded in a car can be better
drivers than humans with ever-developing AI approaches and
sensor technologies enabling to operate in many challenging
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circumstances that humans cannot cope with (e.g., difficult
weather conditions, dark environment). The accident caused
by human errors (i.e., 94% ) can be avoided with the use of
FAGVs integrated with SC.
4) With the concept of FAGVs, “Alongside the home and
office, the car will become the third living environment and a
personal assistant” says Bosch CEO Dr Volkmar Denner [4]
with the features turning a vehicle from a form of transport
into an assistant. The daily life of citizens will be changed
significantly where the tasks are taken over by FAGVs ca-
pable of solving a variety of real-world problems such as
delivering children to their schools and pick up them enabling
us to be free to focus other things, which makes our society
more functional and optimised by meeting the needs of the
citizens in contemporary concepts. For instance, BMW’s
interior concept has separate areas allowing each passenger
to spend the journey as they please [4]. Moreover, the concept
of FAGVs can make the most vulnerable people (e.g., blind,
disabled, elder people) in the society independent.
5) Use of FAGVs is very profitable by eliminating the
wages paid to human drivers. In the fourth quarter of 2017,
Uber paid about $8 billion to drivers in earnings and bonuses,
or about 72% of its gross revenue for the quarter [107]. On
the other hand, many jobs will be lost, particularly driving
jobs (i.e., taxi, truck. delivery).
6) FAGVs can be summoned on-demand, routed more
efficiently, and easily shared — meaning not just the overall
number of single-passenger cars on streets will decline, but
the number of single-passenger trips will be reduced, mean-
ing a reduction in overall miles travelled [14]. FAGVs fuelled
by the abilities of SC will enable providing shared rides in
regulated fleets, integrate with existing transit, and operate in
a way that prioritises a city’s most vulnerable humans above
all users of the streets [14]. Rinspeed Oasis, Honda Neuv and
Mini Vision Next 100 are just some examples of autonomous
concepts that come with the car-sharing option [4].
7) Individual vehicle ownership is expected to decrease
with respect to the promising advantages of FAGVs. FAGVs
will increase per-vehicle occupancy and decrease the number
of vehicles on the road with the transformation concept from
vehicle ownership to vehicle usership by which overall traffic
is expected to improve. Personal cars are statically parked for
96% of the time and if a car does not need a driver, what is to
stop it operating 24/7 [4]? The need for parking spaces will
reduce significantly with ride-sharing and vehicle-sharing
with the use of FAGVs connected to SC. Furthermore, a
vacant driverless vehicle can move automatically to remote
parking freeing up street parking spaces, which automatically
generates uncomplicated road expansion [13]. The need for
parking space will decrease significantly with FAGVs where
most of the times, old-fashioned personal vehicles are in the
parking mode and not parked properly invading more space
than required. As a result, we will be able to get our spaces
invaded by old-fashioned vehicles back to accommodate for
better living purposes, mainly more green spaces.
8) The price range of FAGVs will not be different from the
vehicles currently used thanks to the available cheaper sensor
and actuator on-board technologies.
9) Intelligent and efficient transportation of goods using
intelligent mobile supply-chains with FAGVs makes them
cheaper with substantial cost reductions.
10) One of the most important lessons learned during a
13,000 km intercontinental driverless trip from Italy to China
is that when driving in real traffic conditions, the autonomous
vehicle not only has to follow some predefined rules, but also
needs to understand when it is necessary to break them [108]
in order to protect itself and others in the environment based
on the other road participants’ behaviours.
11) Failures with technology may occur anytime, and
that’s why, we are suggesting that FAGVs should be designed
to be able to turn into level-4 AGVs by unfolding steering
wheel, brakes and pedals with strictly limited authorised
keys, which may be labelled as “Level-4.5 AGV”. Further-
more, a recent Kelley Blue Book poll in 2015 found that 51%
of drivers want to have full control of their vehicles, even if
FAGVs make our roads safer [103]. Therefore, our sugges-
tion will help increase the acceptance of this technology as
well.
12) There is some degree of negotiation involved between
vehicles either in autonomous or not, and false assumptions
in those negotiations are where the crashes can happen [29],
particularly where they are in different mode, one is au-
tonomous and the other is human-driven with inexplicable
movements from the point of FAGVs’ view. Use of only
FAGVs on roads or geofenced roads will reduce these con-
flicts and disagreements significantly enabling a smoother
life with less accident and less congestion by predicting and
planing for upcoming manoeuvres appropriately.
13) FAGVs should be tested by qualified authorities in
both quality fake cities and real-world environment based
on agreed-upon standards and protocols for their competence
before deployed on city roads.
14) Almost all leading vehicle manufacturers involving
Audi, Jaguar, Ford, Toyota, Volvo, and BMW are working
toward incorporating health and wellness technologies (e.g.,
heart rate, body temperature and respiration monitoring) in
their cars where the car becomes a health center, monitoring
your vitals every day and alerting you and your healthcare
provider to potential abnormalities, thereby paving the way
for preemptive treatments [109]. FAGVs integrated with “SC
smart health and welfare” domain within SC, “smart health-
care” domain within smart country and the health monitoring
supported by wearable devices within FAGVs connected to
SC will enable to save many lives.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH IDEAS
We envision that the aspirations and investment in commer-
cially available self-driving vehicles will accelerate in an
exponential rate in the following years. They might exacer-
bate the liveability in our cities if we embrace this exciting
opportunity as we do in non-autonomous vehicles. To make
the transformation from today’s driving society to future’s
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driverless society smoother and truly make self-driving tech-
nology a harmonious part of our cities, new contemporary
approaches and solutions such as the framework proposed
in this study — FAGVinSCF are needed. These state-of-
the-art approaches can turn the challenges of self-driving
vehicles into advantageous and help design more sustainable
and liveable cities with orchestrated synergistic integrations,
optimised mobility, fewer accidents, reduced car ownership
with effective public autonomous transportation, diminished
parking spaces and roads, increased green spaces and less
footprint, which will make a better urban future. Cities de-
signed for cars can turn into cities developed for citizens by
effective use of FAGVs within the framework of FAGVin-
SCF. With this motivation in mind, this paper providing a dis-
cussion direction and inventive solutions for the challenges
of FAGVs has been developed to i) raise consciousness in
this particular field, ii) create inspirational thinking, iii) help
FAGVs take their rightful and indispensable place in the
schemes of recent SC development initiatives even though
they still pose enough research challenges and finally, iv)
transform the cities into smarter cities within the concept
of AoE. The FAGVinSCF framework orchestrated by the
SC facilities and abilities engaging in the A-ITS concept is
aimed to both reduce the chaos of sharing a huge amount
of data that may cause a massive channel load and make
FAGVs function efficiently and properly as an essential part
of SCs. The modelling and simulation of FAGVinSCF in this
paper demonstrate that embracing this new FAGV technol-
ogy properly and appropriately in our cities can improve the
traffic flow in urban areas substantially, even without huge
changes to the traffic infrastructure and without enhancing
the bottleneck points.
The integration of FAGVs with the SC ecosystem provid-
ing the citizens with an unprecedented ability to cope with
the difficulties of living in a city is of crucial importance
and transforming our cities with FAGVs still needs profound
research from a philosophical, economical, behavioural and
scientific point of view. Use of FAGVs in public transporta-
tion, primarily in ride-sharing to both alleviate the FMLM
problem and increase the sustainability of SCs will be our
focus in the following years. Furthermore, until the day
comes when all vehicles are fully autonomous, self-driving
cars must be more than safe and efficient — they must also
understand and interact naturally with human drivers beyond
mechanical operations [110]. In this sense, the impact of
varying AGV rates of penetration into traffic, in particu-
lar, the interaction of FAGVs with pedestrians, citizens and
human drivers — human-vehicle interactions, understand-
ing human intentions and behaviours as an interesting and
imperative research area needs to be focused. Within this
context, a comprehensive simulation environment will be
modelled in our following studies to carry out the traffic
behaviour optimisation for swarms of FAGVs along with
other conventional vehicles in larger urban areas.
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